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John Paul II Promises To
ContinueChurch Reforms
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White smoke signalling the election
poured from the chimney atop the
Sistine Chapel at 6:18 p.m. — 1:18 p.m.
EDT— and about an hour later the new
pope appeared on the balcony of St.
r eter's Basilfca.
The new pontiff charmed the 150,000
persons packed into _SL_Peter's Square
and millions -more--'watching on
television. With an informality
reminiscentle-Perpe-John Paul I and
Pope John XXIII, he ignored the formal
papal "we," addressed himself to
"brothers and sisters" and asked the
crowd's forgivenes1 tor
-Thia'aceenratItalian.
-Even if I cannot explain myself well
in your...our Italian language, if I make
a mistake you will correct me," he said.
"I was afraid to receive this
nomination but I did it in the spirit of
obedience to our Lard," he told the
crowd.

By VICTOR L SIMPSON
He said his predecessors Pope Paul
VI and Pope John Paul I setsuidelines
Associated Press Write
for the application of the council's
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Polish Pope
resolutions "and we intend to continue
John Paul II told the world today his
on the road they have indicated."
primary duty is to complete with
The pope stressed he would try to
"prudent but stimulating actions"
promote ecumenism further and said
reforms introduced into the Roman
Catholic Church by the Second Vatican- - - he would take a- stand in political
_ _
--tontroversies only "for religious and
Council.
moral purposes."
.But .the church's first non-Italian
pontiff in 47I
•
yeafrettittri0c1 inhis first ' John Paul until his election was
Cardinal Karol Wojtyla, the archbishop
‘-/loermon of his reign that the "general
of Krakow, Poland, and at 58 he is the
criteria of loyalty, to the Vatican
-youngest Roman Catholic pontiff of the.
_ Council" must not _affect loyalty 49
century.
basic doctrinal truths of the church.
His adoption of the name of the
"Loyalty is the respect of the
"pastoral" pope whose reign lasted
liturgical rules. .., Loyalty also means
only 34 daytiwas taken as an indication
the cult for the great discipline of the
he intends to stress the pastoral side of
church" which must be "protected
the papacy and the pope's role as the
from the threats which are carried to
shepherd of the church and to look to all
certain truths," the pontiff said at a
the bishops of the church for advice, not
Mass celebrated jointly in the Sistine
Chapel with the- 110 Cardinals who .just to the Italian cardinals of the
Vatican Curia.
elected him the church's 264th ruler on
He was expected to continue the
Monday.
moderate reforms of the church, the
dialogue with other Christian religions
and the efforts to improve relations
with Communist governments launched by Popes John XXIII and Paul VI.
But he also was a supporter of Pope
Paul's reaffirmation- of the bans on
artificial methods of birth control and
married priests, and he was expected to
make no changes in those prohiBitions.
"He's pretty strict doctrinally but
open to mutually shared insights as
Sen. Walter(Dee) Huddleston will be
manifested in the Second Vatican
the featured speaker at the annual fall
Council," said the Rev. John Long of
dinner meeting of the Calloway County
the Vatican's Secretariat for Christian
Democratic Party, local officials anUnity.
nounced today.
The stocky,fair-haired Polish prelate
was elected Monday on the seventh or
eighth ballot cast since the secret
conclave began Saturday evening.

A helipad, landing site for helicop
ters, will be a part of the construction at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
according to hospital ackninistrater,
Stdart Poston. The helipad will expand
the emergency use of helicopters.
Estimated for...completion next
spring, the helipad will be located north
of the new wing next to Poplar Street.
The landing site is on the ground, not a
rooftop site.
In pie past, emergency helicopters

Film Festival Award Given
To MSU Faculty Members
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Sen. Walter (Dee)Huddleston
The meeting will be held at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord on
Monday, Oct. 30. A social will begin at
6:30 p.m. and the dinner will get underway at 7 p.m.
Another highlight of the banquet will
be the honoring of local precinct
workers.
The public is invited to attend the
event and the cost will be $5 per plate.
Persons planning to attend should call
753-1474 or 753-5842 by Friday, Oct. 27.
Huddleston is the Democratic
nominee for U. S. Senate in the
November general,election. He will be
seeking his second term as Senator.4
from Kentucky

of the showing, and an opportunity for
audience reaction.
The first two films will be in English,
while the other six, adequately subtitled, will be in the languages of the
countries of origin. Each film, highly
regarded for its artistry and content,
shows how people of a country deal with
such vital concerns as professional
ambition, censorship, politics, and war
and their effect on the community,
especially the family.
Each film will also be shown in the
afternoon for the benefit of high school
groups and interested persons in the
community who cannot attend evening
showings. Mrs. Margaret Trevathan of
the Calloway County Public Library
will have appropriate reading
materials availableon each film.
Mrs. Roulston. a member of the
faculty at Murray State since 1964,
earned both the A.B. and M.A. degrees
at the University of Maryland.
Fletcher joined the faculty in 1976. He
earned the A.B. degree at California
State University and both the M.A. and
Ph..D. degrina at Cornell_ Un*ersity.'

Two faculty members at Murray
State University have been awarded a
grant of $5,419 by the Kentucky
Humanities Council to present a free
community program entitled "The
International Film Festival." Helen H. Roulston, assistant
professor of English, and Dr. William
Fletcher, assistant professor of foreign
languages, have announced a schedule
for eight films from eight different
countries to be shown on the campus
during the' school year.
The films and dates are: "Great
Expectations," Nov. 7; "Citizen Kane,"
Nov. • ; "Wild Strawberries," Jan. 23;
"The Cranes Are Flying," Feb.8; "M,"
Feb. 27; "Forbidden Games," March
20; "The Spirit of the Beehive," March
29; and "Armacord," April 12.
Each program will begin at 7 p.m. in
the auditorium of the Student Center. It
will consist of an introduction by a
faculty member familiar with the film
and the country, a panel discussion by
faculty members and interested people
from the community at the concluSion
IS

1-Hubbard-continues Making
Noises About Governor's Race
By HERBERT SPARROW
• Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Rep.
Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky., continues to
make noises about running for
governor, but he is also beginning to
take some action.
Hubbard on Monday started the
machinery for forming a committee to
raise funds for • gubernatorial race.
And Hubbard added that there "will
be a statement later this week as to the
&ate and places where I will announce
my candidacy for governor."
Hubbard, an oft-mentioned but
noncommittal gubernatorial possibility
for several months, requested forms
from the Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance to register a Carroll Hubbard
for Governor Committee.
Hubbard said .by phone from his
Washington office that the papers „f(r
the committee would be filedThursday.
. 'However, HaiMiard again 'reused.%
flatly say he would be running for the
13eniocratic nomination for governor in
Itett-wprhies primary, -Instead saying
he would let the name of the comihittee
and his statement stand,on their own

TEST GIVEN
T.B.okin tests were recently given, to first grade students
at East Elementary. Shown here are Gail Dunn administering the test,
Margaret Marshall aiding Mrs. Dunn,and Max Parr4sh,4 first grade student.

Hospital Helipad Will Expand.
Emergency Use, Officials Say

Huddleston
To-Address
Demo Meet

ves•

Continues Info Death

University of Louisville and the
have landed on the ground now occupied by the hospital office building or - -University of Kentucky, both of which
have emergency facilities not found in
at Roy Stewart Stadium on the Murray
smaller hospitals. He noted that the two
State University campus. The
centers would be key elements in the
helicopters were operating out of Fort
statewide helipad system.
Campbell under the -Military
Assistance to Safety and Traffic
Officials said they plan to help fund
(MAST) program.
100 helipads across the state. The
According to the state transportation
average grant has been estimated at
department, there are two programs to
about $5,000, but costs can vary widely,
build helipads for hospitals and other. according to Ed LaFontaine,director of
agencies.
the department's aeronautics division.
Airport
department's
The
"Most helipads are laid out on a small
Development Fund has about $277,000
plot of ground," said LaFontaine. "The
A Kirksey area man, injured in a
main expenses are lighting and
to help finance helipad construction or
wreck south of Lynnville Sunday, died
improvement. The funds were'set aside
marking, which must meet minimum
early - today at Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah.
by the last two sessions of the Kentucky
state standards."
According to a spokesman for the
General Assembly.
But urban helipads can be very exhospital, Billy M. Bazzell, 40, of Route
Under the two programs — one for
pensive, if space is scarce and utility
1, Kirksey, died at about 10:30 today.
hospitals and. one for municipal
lines must be moved."Rooftop helipads
A Kentucky State Police spokesman
agencies — grants are awarded for 50
are convenient, but they generally are
said Monday that Bazzell was injured
percent of project costs. The local
not practical unless buildings are
when the vehicle he was driving
hospital received a 50-50 matching
designed for them with adequate safety
collided head-on with another vehicle
grant.
measures," he said.
"So far, interest in helipads has been
Much of the state is within range of _driven by Leslie Hall, 45, Route 1,
Dukedom, on KY 1382 some 4.7 miles
lukewarm," said Transportation
Army helicopters operating out of Fort
south of Lynnville near the Graves
Secretary Calvin Grayson. "Since the
Knox and Fort Campbell, under the
County-Fulton County line Sunday
beginning of the programs in late 1976,
MAST program. The MAST program
evening.
we have awarded only four grants
and Kentacky National Guard
A passenger in the Bazzell vehicle, 20totaltng $23,000," he said.
helicopters supply emergency'tranyear-old Ronnie Green, was treated and
The hospital helipad program is
sportation for critically ill patients,
released at Community Hospital,
coordinated with the emergency
accident victims and medical supplies.
Mayfield, after the accident. State
medical services program of the
Many new helipads could be served
police said the wreck happened about
Departmt.ot for Human Resources.
toy the military programs while others
7:15 p.m. Sunday.
Grayson said that nine agencies have „kould rely on helicopters from other
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home in
agencies or private owners, said
expressed interest in building helipads.
Murray is in charge of arrangments.
LaFontaine.
They include medical centers at the

Local Man Injured
In Wreck Sunday
Dies Early Today

Arson Suspected In Murray Fire
Officials with Murray Fire Department say arson may be the cause of a
blaze that burned portions of a house
under construction in the Gatesborough•
Subdivision Monday night.
Murray- Fire Chief Jackie Cooper
said today that an inspector with -the
arson diyision of Kentucky State Police
investigated the site of the fire In the
home of Buddy Sikes on Brookhaven in

the subdivision. Cooper said early
findings point to arson.
Cooper said the house wasn't
destroyed but sustained some damage
from a blaze that he said burned in two
locations in-the bidding.
"We definitely think it was arson
IN.cause it was torched in two places:
Cooper said. Firefighters with the'
department extinguished the fire after

Hubbard said. "If George had thought
of it first, he would have Asked for a
special prosecutor, which obviously we
need in Franklin Circuit Court.
"Since I made the call, he disagreed
with it. But if I said two and two are
four, he wodld have a different idea,"
Hubbard said.
Atkins said last week that he found
Hubbard's call for a special prosecutor
offensive and said he didn't feel anyone
should try to make political gain out of
McClure's indictment.
McClure was indicted by the Franklin
County grand jury on two charges of
violating state law relating to taking
bids on surplus property. The charges
stem from the disposal of two vehicles
Hubbard also 'responded to criticism
ARTHRITIS FUND DRIVE — Thelma Warford, projects chairman for the
which ended up with members of the
leveled iit him by Atkins concerning
Theta,Th.iirman of the Murray Woman's Club, discusses plans for the
family of former state Democratic
Hubbard's call for a special prosecutor
business and industry fund drive for the Arthritis foundation with other
Party Chairman Howard "Sonrry"
in the trial of former Finance and
members of the department. The women Will conduct the drive for the
Hunt.
Administration Secretary Russell
and industrles the last two weeks of this month for this dreaded
businesses
Besides Atkins, former Louisville
McClure.
disease which probably ,affects more persons than any other crippling
Mayor Harvey Sloane and Lt. Goy
"It doesn't make too much difference
disease. Pictured, left to right are jakt cmpl..hen, department chairman,
-whist Gentle- .;,-.1art asys."-fiabliard -Thelma Stovall have also announced
U pktreS in Stormy
who has plaikt arth-rifislififiktin v
for .the Democratic . gubernatorial
sold about the man he has often teamed
at touts'e Miller, Dortha tones, and
departtlf
airma
n
of
the
finan(e 0-c h
nomination, while former Commerce
With to level bleats at the Carroll admAy.rslad their donations to Thelma
notkontpcied
Ard:'Any
one
.
--(Abiitioss
ministration
- - -----commisigairer.:1•rry ?McElroy.; is- Dortha
Warford, 407 South Ninth Street, or
"George and I are friends, but what - exected to announce the week after the
Staff Photo by )o Ilitriteem
general election.
George says doesn't bother me,"
Hubbard also would not say who
would head his committee.
Hubbard continued his strong attacks
on the administration of Gov. Julian
Carroll and added to a growing gap
between himself and state Auditor
George Atkins, another vocal critic of
the Carroll Administration Who has
already announced for governor.
"Let me emphasize that the governor
won't be endorsing me,".Hubbard said.
"The bottom line is my interest in the
governor's race is to drive that
avaricious crowd of this current administration out of Frankfort," Hubbard said.
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Mar3hall County Coroner Jesse
—Collier said today he is continuing his
investigation into a fall at a Calvert
City industrial plant that ted to the
death of a Dexter man Monday.
Collier identified the man as Andrew
Jones,36, Route 1, Dexter, who died in a
40-foot tall while working at the Airco
Alloys plant at Calvert City in north
Marshall County Monday.
•
The Marshall County coroner said the
Dexter man was killed on impact.
Collier said Jones was an ironworker
with Huber Construction Company and
'was working on a roof at the huge
ert City plant when the aCritlint
--occurred."He either broke through the
roof or the roof broke in, I don't know
which," Collier said early today. Collier
said Jones was working with some hot
materials when the accident happened
and was also burned in the fall. The
coroner pronounced Jones dead at 2:45
_pap. Monday.
Arrangements for the deceased are
Incomplete at Max Churchill Funeral
Home in Murray.
He is survived .by. his wife, Nelda
Futrell Jones, Route 1, Dexter. Three
daughters, Mrs. Cindy Wilburn,
Scottsburg, Ala., Miss Angela Jones
and Miss Jennifer Jones, of Route 1,
Delta,and one son. Steven Jones, also
—
Route 1, Dexter, survive.
The deceased is also survived by two
sisters, Miss Gertha Jones, Nash Drive,
Murray, Mrs. Henry Robert (Lucille)
Higgins, of Cantpn. Two brothers,
Jewell Jones, Kirksey, and Carl Jones
Jr. of Trigg County, also survive.

11 p.m. Monday.
Firefighter also Monday evacuated
the Fire Arts Building on the Murray
State University campus after a person
or persons sounded an alarm there
about 6 p.m. Firefighters found no fire
and determined the alarm was false, a
okesznah said today.
The department also responded to a ,...
call on Plainview Monday. That fire,
apparently caused by a heater, was out
on arrival, the spokesman said.
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Let's Stay Well

Beware OfScalds
from Hot Water Tap

7-e

Tuesd
Coles Ca
Methodist(
meet at, ti
p,m.

Golden Anniversary.

•
_
Q. Mrs. C. C. is con- trics, the monthly scienThe 1.46a1T1 or another
Ify Mrs. R. D. Key
Obion attended chureh- at had not been here in 41 years.
cent's! that one of her Idle journal of the Anieri child often. turns. lin_ Ile,
Ilein.111,49411ettittay-:-Iniet--- 13re. 6.143411%.-WillifesklykstF------granneaffdren was acci- can Academy of' water and is unable to
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry visited Mr. and Mrs. Freddie were dinner guests of Mr. and
dentally burned by bath Pediatrics. Eighty percent escape before scalding
Lee and daughter. Tabitha, Orr.
Mrs. Neelys Lankford on
water that was too hot. The of the homes tested had occurs. Parents or -other
Mr. and Mrs J. E. Fields Tuesday.
from Roseville, Mich., spent
family had moved into a unsafe water tempera- adults may be responsible
the past- -Awe weeks here and Mrs. Howard Lee had as
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
new house and was not tures.
for the accident, and some
.etsiting Te Rev. and Mrs -- guests on Wednesday, Rev. visited Mrs. BertieJenkins on
aware of the extraordiThe researcher's also abusive parents have been
nary high temperature of found that most of the known to use hot-water to
Warren Sykes, Mr. and Mrs and Mrs. Jerry Lee and Sunday.
the tap water from the parents of children living punish a child.
A. D. Key, Mr. and Mrs. Sem - Tabitha.-Mrs. ()vie Wilson was the
- waterheater.
Miss Cindy 'Phelps- • visited dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs.
_Lev, and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
in these tested hones were
Hot waterheaters should
She asks, "Could heat- unaware of the danger oP be adjusted so that the
.41ges, Rey. Lee was, in a the Rev. and Mrs. James Clerris Wilson last Sunday.
ers be manufactured so the overheated tap water upper limit of the tap waMr. and Mrs. Howard
revival at the-Pleasant Valley Phelps over the weekend.
that they would be con- (130 degrees Fahrenheit or ter is 120 degrees to 125
Baptist Church at Benton - Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris Morris, Bro. and Mrs. Warren
trolled and not overheat higher). This temperature degrees F., according to and Mrs: Toni Sykes and Sykes and Mitch, Bre. and
Sept. 10 to 17.
water to dangerously high
Mrs. Warren Sykes and Brian Visited the Jerry Lee Mrs. Jerry Lee,and Tabitha
level is hot enough to cause the authors of the report.
temperatures?”
the
R.
D.
Keys
Friday
family
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
visited
granddaughter, Tabitha Lee,
severe burns of the tender Manufacturers of heaters
A: The danger you de- skin of a child in 30 sec- should pre-set all new heatcelebrated their birthdays Mrs. Warren Sykes on Wed- afternoon. Cake, cocoanut pie,
ers within this safe range,
scribe is common and onds.
and coffee were served.
together on Sept. 16. They had nesday.
- needs attention.
About 12 percent of these and real estate developers,
Mrs. Warren Sykes and
Mrs. Charlene %Milord Ad _a cake decorated saying
A study of this problem burns are severe enough to contractors, landlords, and
.Happy Bu-thday, and pictures Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited baby from Chattanooga,.
in Seattle, Wash., made by require boSpitalization and home owners need to bewere made. Tabitha received Mr. and Mrs. Howard Morris Term., are visiting with Mr. ,
Kenneth Feldman, M.D., may cover a considerable come aware of the potenseveral nice gifts for her . on Thursday while Bro. Sykes and Mrs. Charles Paschall.
and associates, was re- area of skin, including the tial'danger of burns from
did some painting for them.
Mrs. Linda Harding and
second birthday.
ported recently in Pedia- genitalia, hands, and face. overheated tap water.
Mr. and Mrs_ Ruben Flet- daughter,. Kathy, visited Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.fearnol Boyd,
•
idrs. Jessie Paschall, Mrs. cher were hosts for the Jessie Paschall Monday.
Mrs. Sadie Bucy, Mrs.
Berne Jenkins. Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher reunion at their
Mr. and Mrs. John Armstrong
.Jeoote_ _Sykes,_ Brian_ RykPc,
Gaylen Moms,-R.-41,--Key(-Me. houle.--.1ast
WI
werepresent -his 1irace Morris and ?Ars
•and Mrs. Milford Orr, Mr.and eight- p.m
To honor Mr. and Mrs. John Armstrong of Mayfield7their
Mrs. Kinzer Smith, Rev. and including two of Ruben's Ruby Owen visited Mr. and
children will host a reception in celebration of their 50th
Mrs. Jerry Lee and Tabitha, cousins from California who Mrs.RD.Key on Thursday.
wedding anniversary on Sunday, Oct: 22, at the Production
Mr. and Mrs,. Alvin Vandyke,
Credit Association Building, East Broadway, Mayfield.Mrs. Linda On and Bran,
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the reception •
Mrs Lela Atkins, Mrs. Ada
from two to four p.m. on Sunday. Vandyke,Rev. and Mrs. Terry .
S'
The Armstrongs were married Oct. 20, 1928, near Paris, _
Mlx—iusd Mrs Bennett_
•
Tenn. Mrs. Armstrong is the daughte-erif the late E. E. and
Fortune, and Mrs. Mark
Ethel Morgan Roach of Hazel. Mr. Armstrong's parents were
Paschall were visitors during
Frances Drake
B. B. and Ellen Phillips Armstrong of Lynn Grove.
the last week of Douglas
Their children are Eugene Armstrong of Mayfield, Mrs.
FOR WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1978
Vandyke.
Jerry Overcast of Huntsville, Ala., and Larry Armstrong of
Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
Don't hide an important Faritnington.
were supper guests of Mr and What kind of day will
issue.
Bring it out in the open.
tomorrow
be?
To
find
out
what,
The couple has nine'grandchildren who are Tammy,
Mrs. Larry Blakely on
A sincere discusion will clear Tommy, and Jean Ann Armstrong of Mayfield, Lisa arid
Wednesday and of Mr. and the stars say, read the
up matters that have been Karen Armstrong of Farmington, Mrs. Rob 13nrries of Altus.
Mrs. Hilly Blakely oo- forecast given for your birth
causing trouble.
Sign.
NIP
Okla., and Shellye, Bryan, and Susan Overcast of -Huntsville,
Saturday.
•
VIRGO
Ala.
Mr. ancriMrs. Alton Wilcox
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
_
of Ball Knob. Ark., visited Mr. Honesty is your best policy
(
Mar.21
to
Apr.
20)
and Mrs. Henry Sykes and
today,
even if it meanBe sensitive to unMrs.Sadie Bucy on Saturday.
sadmitting to- an error of
dercurrents.
If
you
can
grasp
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
judgment. Friends and coMrs. Holice Grooms on what's going on around you, workers are diposed to be
- you'll be able to solve 'a
Monday.
--isroblem that's long been sympathetic.
Mr. and `Sirs. J. B. Orr and
LIBRA
THE FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY-Board of Directors met Oct. 11 to make plans for the
troublesome.
daughter of Puryear, Tenn.,
• Sept. 241 te Oct. 23)
annual Friends membership meeting, which will be held Monday, October 30, at 7:00
TAURUS
•
attended church at North Fork s Apr. 21 to May 21) ti€4
Don't believe an interesting
7
p.m. New officers, the membership drive; library projects, and other business was'
on-Sunday.
rumor concerning a friend,
)
, Dr. Stan Hendrickson, president; )ohnny
__discussed Pictured_right_to_left standing
Plea for the future today.
until you investigate, and get
Rev. Jerry Lee preached at -- Review
Bohannon, treasurer; Dr. James Byrn, vice-president; seated, left to. right, joanna Sykes,
investments, con- at the truth of the
matter.
Sedalia Baptist Church template new
secretary; Lucille Potts, director; and Jan Hough, director. Not present for the meeting
projects. A good Have faith.
Sunday. He, Mrs. Lee, and • decision, now would have
was jack Benton, who-is also a director.
an
Tabitha were guests in the important effect on the future.
SCORPIO
home of the Rev. and Mrs. GEMINI
10ct. 24 to Nov. 221 nleeV
Glinn Orr.
rMay 22 to June 211 1161
0
5i- An excellnt day to make new
Mr. and Mrs.Ira Tarkington
Stop trying to hide your contacts — social and
PATIENT AT BENTON
of Paris. Tenn., visited Mrs. romantic feelings. It's time to business. You're at the peak of
\ Ruth Reed of Hardin was
Jessie Paschall on Wed- let those who count knowliow your charm, and _others are
Oct. 11 from the
much they mean to you.
nesday, aware of this.
'Marshall County Hospital,
Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee CANCER
Plans have been completed Norsworthy, organist.
Benton.
_. •
and Tabitha, Mrs. Pat Dalton,
June n to July 23)00 SAGITTARIUS
by
Miss
Barbara
June
Pierre
A
reception,
will
fonOw
the
Mrs. Linda -Young and Brad
You're going to be the ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
and Charles Ronald Billington ceremony in the fellowship
_BEINT011 PATIENT
By Abigail Van Buren
Don't let reason rule your
were supper guests of Mr. and center of attention today, so
for their wedding on Friday, hall of the church with Teresa
19713 by Crucago Trfb...e 0+ Y „News Svnti Inc
Mary Puckett of Hardin was
enjoy
every
moment. heart today. Relax and let
Mrs. Sam Lee Tuesday night.
Oct. 20. Parents of the couple Paschall, Kathy Lovett,
1:Ckout.ntly1 fiirozpitathle,
•
lidelphus Paschall is a Vibrations are good for emotions guide you where
are
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Pierce Teresa Tucker, and Lou Ann Marshall
romantic
matters
are
conromance,
and
for
business
too.
patient in the Henry County
and Mrs. Daisy Billington and McCallon serving the guests.
Benton.
DEAR ABBY:"DON'T EVER LIE_ TO ME— EVER! NOT
cerned.
LEO
Haispital. Paris, Tenn.
the late Rex Billington, all of
flow
many
times
CIRCUMSTANCES!"
I've
ANY
UNDER
July
24
to
Aug.
23)12
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Cryer of
CAPRICORN
Murray.
heard my hushancledmonish our children thusly! Yet, he lies
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 Vi
The vows will be exchanged
to me constantly. And when he's trapped, he admits it, but
You may be asked for adat Seven p.m. at the Kirksey
he doesn't view his lying as the loathsome act he criticizes in
vice by an older person whom our children._
United Methodist Church with
Tonight is Bargain Mite
you admire and respect. Think
the Rev. John Jones of Benton
• I feet so -betrayed, and I've told him so. But he excuses
carefully, considering the long
officiating.
himself by insisting it's much easier to lie to me than to tell
run, before you make a the truth.(He says, "It causes less confusion that way.")
Miss Pierce has chosen
suggestion.
His lying is destroying the respect I onee- held .for him.
Donna Parrish as her matron
Please help me.
of honor. Bridesmaids will be
AQUARIUS
All Seats $1.25
CRUMBLING
Pamela Pierce, sister of the
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
CloniZ Cl••511'
bride-elect, and Paula Turner.
Al Sirloin Stockade, lunch is fast
Put financial problems
or It's
DEAR CRUMBLING: I can't prevent your husband from
freel Order any of our three October lunch speCraig Suiter will be best
aside for the moment and_
a
cials,
Monday thru Saturday, 11 am to 4 pm. If it
ng —and neither can you. But if you better understood the
53.00 Carload
concentrate on the lighter side
man for Mr. Billington.
isn't ready tn 10, minutes. its FREE!
of your lite. Romance is anatomy of a lie, perhaps you? anger, disappointment and
Groomsmen will be Johnny
hurt would be greatly reduced.
definitely in your stars.
Young and Bobby Futrell.
A liar simply lacks guts to tell the truth.
•••.
Ushers will be Jeffery Pierce,
PISCES
sour husband's problem is greater than yours. Encourage
brother of the bride-elect, and
I Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)iN (VIDA.
him to get professional help to develop maturity, self-,,
Chuck Lind, nephew of the
Don't leave things until the
esteem and confidence Then he won't feel the need to lie.
FOR YOUR cmoicE
groom-elect.
-last minute. If you make plans
Chopped
Steak
Meal, Chicken Fry Steak Meal,
flower
girl
will
be
•
The
now, you can look forward to
- DEAR ABBY: I'm 25 and never had a real boyfriend. Oh,
r Lunch-Size Steak 'n' Stuff Meat Ail-with-fries-an unusually enjoyable I've had Some dites, iiiirtliey never develop into-anything •7-Amonda Pierce, and 'the
or baked potato, and Stockade Toast'
ringbearer will be Jason
weekend.
serious. .
For Program Information.Please Call 753-1314
Weatherford, both cousins of
When,. I gradeeted frore,high school my mother started a
the bride-elect.
hope chest for ine.-andit's been filled for a Jong time.! have
TODAY have
BORN
YOU
PET%
register
guest
the.
about
everything
Keeping
just
silver,
dishes,
linens.,
glassware
and
politics.
an inherent Merest in
1114143 REVENGE 7:25
will be Derendia Lind, niece of
a girl needs to go into housekeeping. My mother even mader
never
passive
but,..
You
are
Bel-Air ('enter
IreaChestnut
UTNE
me a wed,ding dress.
the groom-elect. Presenting
9:20
always involved and ready to
ANKPANTRK
niy
hope
Shows
Mom
Whenever-a
Clarice
be
-ges--eornes
over,
will
music
the
i2-Big
I
act when youfeel strongly
chest, then she tells him what a wonderful cook and
WeelLif
about a cause. Despite your
housekeeper I 'am. She even tells him what a wonderful
_political leanings,other in,
terests appear in your life. ` mother I would Make. Then I never see the guy again.
04.4; ay.,
Abby. I've kept the same job for seven years. and my
7:15.
Your gift for words and for
friends tell me I'm pretty and have a nice personality. So
or
people make you an ex9:10
what's wrung with me'!
traordinarily spellbinding
4 -s•-•""
NIB
You can sway
-9) WANTS A HUSBAND
speaker. •
JOHN TRAVOLTA
crowds. You could succeed
DEAR WANTS: Your mother. She means well, but she's
brilliantly in politics or law
please
confine
her
her
to
frightening
the
men
•way.
Ask
and would do well as a
"41,
AV
remarks to the weather when a young man is around. And if
teacher, doctor, or actress.
IUMMIMAL IL/11111POON's
she can't—or won't --nee little hope of your using the conBirthdate of: Melina Mer"tau% •
7:15,
tents of your hope chest until you leove your mother's bed
1141 R. Central(tr
court, actress; Pierre Elliot
_
and board. 1 hink about it.
9:10
Trudeau, Canadian politician.
Held Over UNtrf ORS 'Val(
DEAR ABBY': i know that etiquette demands that all personal letters and soda! notes Fir handwritten, and &is con
sidered badmannse.to use &typewrite]. for such things, but
Ci•ne:if
here is my plight.
7:25,
from $299 to
.1 suffer from arthritis-in the fingers of both hands, and it
641 •(
9:00
is extremely difficult for me to use a pen. However, I am •
East CalloWay Elementary able to use- a tYpewrite'r. so I hays been'typing all my per;R
Held _Over
_ sonal correspondence. •
School will hold its regular
U
In it eirceseary for art,to-spatoglie and explain that I k-new-Pareet-Teacher Club meeting
better, but because of my.arthritis I beg to be excusd?
on Ttnirsday. Oct. 19.
,•••••y -"Teasers In Paris"(R) Open 6:45
• KNOTTED KNUCKLES
Room visitation will be at
•
7:15
Start
seven p.m. with teachers
121 Sent('
and
DEAR KNOTTED: No. Regardless of what the etiquette
available for conferences:
"The four of Us"(R)
r
say,circumstances and common sense should brr your
books
The businees meeting will
Thre
guide
J Ioch feature Shoe
.
t__
Bob,
1;30, AM .isilb
orva
-,'="•___:.....firtleiT, prierpsr.....
..... '1,-.1.--":-..ar'i--:
formal church
—....,Gettbit.iiiirrl•tit ITI.i.e.t-her icat. want a,eertimoo
Elementary,ifs§koei. .
-Tiel
wedding or a simple do-your-own-aAj
a 1,e mime:•
ngpc„,_
fnnrn
IOW
•
--;'a'3,
a 1114441
and1541444:114"
• long, stamped
12,8 cents1 oelf-a re
re urged to
Sen7;11II1414
Parente ak"lit
A41
"AlLa""QVltT—
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive,'Beverly Rills, Calif.
Jttond, said Dan Kelly,•
• •
president of thePTC
-1c11T3I
__
1=1CC=31.--11-,4C=J c

Your Individual
Horoscope

NI

"Tjeok -04f).1)t.

The Truth About
Lying

Pierce and Billington 1147*vor
Vows Planned Saturda_y dismissed

THE 10-MINUTE
LUNCH

- •••••e•
•
•
•
•1:ge::•
•
••
eio•
•
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- 1)6wn Concord lray- -

Tuesday, October 17
Coles Camp Ground United
Viethodist Church Women will
meet at. the church at. 7:,30
p,m.

Mrs. Hazel Utterback, able Jerry Marsh, employed -at
to live in her howe unW
is si: Methodist Nesaak
-7
e-ceTfri
spe
t
a weekend guest of her
Musician Dave Rudolf will
Church Women will meet at
-birthday Oct. 10 in the Murray parents at Pine Bluff Shores.
--..-'--LaLeche League will meet
be
presented
in
a
concertat
seven p.m.
Convalescent Home.
'Jennifer
In times like these all
Autumn, though a favorite
eight p.m. in the Student at the home of
An enviable couple, 83 and churches should cooperate
Seventh
North
Heegel,
Ill
season
with
its,
pleasant
Center Auditorium, Murray
Activities for Senior Citizens
7:30 p.m. For inweather and lovely colors, is 86 years young, is Mr. and Mrs with each other for betterment
State University, sponsored Street, at
will be from six to nine p.m. at
formation call 759-4878.
the
saddest tithe of the year, „Dane McClure who live in as in this example.
by Stlident Government
Ellis Center. Call 753-0929_by
Long ego Guy Loving,
,saying
to many the words In their own comfortable home;
Association.
tend their garden, fill their teacher at Macedonia one
three p.m. for transportation.
Town
Country
and
John 19:30,"It is finished."
Finishing life's work, one at freezer with food, attend room school, was having a pie
20-Grand-Essence Disco, a Homemakers Club will meet
Murray Assembly No. 19 Black
at the home of ,Mrs. Don
a
time, in sick beds, is heart church at Mason's Chapel, supper to raise needed funds.
Advisory Council acreap great rewards from The auctioneer sent a last
Order of the Rainbow for Girls tivity,
Bennettat 7:30 p.m.
breaking;
but we wonder how
will start at nine p.m. at
rearing
two sons, Gilmer of minute excuse. Guy hurried to
will meet at the Masonic Hall Beshear
many
in
the
worst
disaster
in
Gym,gliiient Center.
Memphis, Tenn., and Grayson a nearby tobacco patch where
at seven p.m.
U.
S.
aviation
history
in
which
Murray- State.
one of the 151„was the son-in- of Panorama Shores, and he had seen able speaker,
Music Department of the _= Janette Doyle Group of First
law of Jim Weeks of Dover, remembering the sad and Henry Hargis, helping cut
lonely.
tobacco. He asked Henry to
Murray Woman's Club will ; Baptist .Church Women will
Tenn.,finished safely.
The Home department of
Recently they prepared a auction -pies which seemed
have an open meeting at the
Otis
Brown
'Lin
Lourdes
meet intttie church parlor at
the Murray Woman's Club will
Hospital suffering a spinal sumptuous meal and invited impossible because of tobacco
club house at 7:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
meet Thursday, Oct. 19, at
injury sustained in a car Mrs: Frank McCuiston, Mrs. stained clothes.
9:30 a.m. at the club house.
Bill Warren, Mrs. Douglas
But after a short conaccident recently.
Ducks Unlimited will meet
First United Methodist
Shoemaker, and Mrs. Linus sultation, they exchanged
This will just be a social
at the University Branch of
Lee
Finney
of
New
Concord
Church Men will have their meeting with refreshments
clothing, and Henry auctioned
remains in. the Murray: Spicelaseies.the day.
the Bank of Murray at seven
_dinner meeting at the clucch__ _
being served by the hostesses.
Young couples, stichlit Otir
pies
as he has successfully
Calloway
County
Hospital.
p.m.
at 6:30 p.m. with Mike Gunter
William E. Moffett of the
lovely young neighbors, the preached in later years.
Eurie
Smith
home
is
back
and Danny Hudson to present klurray Shrine Club will show
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph V.- Lovett of Murray announce the
This incident was recalled
recuperating
from a heart Joe Pat Robertsons, the Gary
Murray :TOPS Club will
ttig pengenni,
mgsigempuf And, 2ppmeejga8pzgAriage„44,asippleassok_ma
.of-work
discass-the
-and
-ftlrettrres, and the- Tony - TitittitirtittalY- lately id j_
UM. _ •
meet at the Health-Center_at___Shriners
Crippled daughter, Jennifer Lynn to James Lloyd Embry,son-Of Mr: - the
McClures, and many other restaurant where those of
seven p.m.
Thursday,October 19
Children's Hospital, according and Mrs. Burt Embry of Memphis, Tenn.
young _ marrieds beginning different
faiths
dined
Home Department of
Miss Lovett is a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High
new home, could profit by together.
Philosophy colloquium at Murray Woman's Club will to Mrs. Kerby Jennings, vice- School, a 1976 graduate. of the School
Radiologic
of
knowing how many happy
We should sing together the
which "The Logic of True," a meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club chairman of the department, Technology at the Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis,
who urges all members to
memories a little two room old spiritual: "All God's
paper by Dr. R. Wayne house with Bill MOffett to
Tenn., and a 1977 graduate of the Nuclear Medicine
house without modern con- Children's Got A Home."
Sheeks, will be presented and speak about the Shriners' attend.
Technology Program at the same hospital. She is presently
veniences
can hold.
diecussed will be in Room 500, Crippled Children's Hospital.
employed in the Nuclear Medicine Department at_the._,
We envy courageous people
Facility Hall, Murray State, at A breakfast will not be held._
Methodist Hospital in Memphis.
like Mrs. Ralph Wright of
HOSPITAL PATIENT
three p.m. Admission is free.
Mr. Embry is a graduate of the School of Radiologic
The W.M.U. of Oak Grove
Poplar Spring Church. who
Dismissed Oct. 7 from the
Temple Hill Chapter No 511
Technology at the Methodist Hospital in Memphis and is
Baptist Church met Tuesday, after her husband's death,
BENTON PATIENT
Candid Camera host Allen Order of the Eastern-Star Will Marshall County Hospital,
presently employed there as a radiologic technologist.
7:30
at
the
p.m.
at
26,
Sept.
Gracie
Brown of Dexter was
dedicated
herself
to
better
Funt will be presented by the meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge Benton, was Elizabeth Elkins
A late November wedding is planned and will be held in the
church for the monthly service and is an example for clismised Oct. 5 from the
of
Dexter.
hall.
GovernmentSttident
home of the bride-elect's parents.
meeting with Becky Mansfield others.
Marshall County Hospital,
Association at eight p.m. in
presiding.
Benton.
••
Local
Agent
Mrs.
Bertha
Young
Says-of
Student Center Beshear gym.- .Hazel Woman's Club is
"Beyond The Open Doors" Hamlin who is sick is sorely
scheduled to meet at seven
The- first ocean-going ship
was
the subject of the lesson, Missed-.
Bazaar workshop will be p.m. at the Hazel Community
Good Shepherd Church passed through the uncomand "The Goal of Christian
held at the First Presbyterian Center.
Growth" was the subject of enjoyed a solo Sunday by Miss pleted Panama Canal in 1914.
Church at seven p.m.
the Bible study.
Ellis Center will be open
Wedhesday,October 18
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
See Marjorie Major
Clara Jean Paschall gave
New Concord, Hamlin, and activities by the Murray
Truvel Consultant
the call to prayer, and Delpha
Hazel Senior Citizens will Senior Citizens with devotion
Taylor
led
in
prayer
for
- To.remove Perry stains, into stain while wet. Launder
From The Desk Of
have a joint potluck outing at at 10:05 a.m., hand work and
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
rinse the stain under cool in hot Water, using cholrine missionaries listed on the
Jean W. Cloar
Paris Landing State Park at 'visiting at 10:30 ash., hinch at
ALL TOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
birthday list for that day.
running
water.
Then
it
soak
bleach
if
County
safe
for
Extension
fabric,
twelve noon. For information noon, and table games at one
No Charge by us.
for 15 minutes in a solution of I
Others participating in the
Agent for Home
p.m.
call 436-5364.
Price some as direct.
- To remove greasy stains program were Hilda Evitts,
quart warm water, 1 1!
Economics
'
-for Information-and
Removing stains and teaspoon liquid detergent and. I bicycle and car grease, Jane Morton, Becky ManStag Night and Men's Golf
• Informal coffee- for parents
Travel Literature call
butter,
cooking
oir§, sfield, and Freda Humphreys.
of students at Murray High Awards Night will be held at solving other clothes laun- . tablespoon vinegar. Rinse
margarine
753-GOGO
mayonnaise,
(4646)
salad
dering problems need not spoil with water or soak in warm
The next meeting will be
School will be at ten a.m. at the Murray Country Club.
White Novi/ Office Building,
dressings),
pretreat
with
water
a
presoak.
enzyme
and
your
held
day.
Tuesday,
Oct.
24,
at
7:30
the high school.
711 Main Street
- Soak grass stains for 30 heavy-duty liquid laundry p.m. in the-flame of Mrs.
Murray Business and
- To remove ballpoint ink
detergent
or
a
prewash
Professional
with
soil
water
in
minutes
an
Women's
cool
Club
Hurnphrimi:
stains,
;
saturate
the
stain
with
Bowling for Tau ,Phi
Lambda Sorority will be at will meet for dinner at Big hairspray and let it dry before enzyme presoak added. and stain remover. For heavy
Joe's Barbeque with Jo washing. If any of the. stain Launder it, using a detergent stains, lay stain face down on
Corvette Lanes at seven p.m.
Curris, attorney, as speaker.
and hot water. Or moisten a paper towel. Apply dry
remains, try it again.
with lemon juice, sprinkle cleaning solvent to back side
Remove
that
tell-tale
J. N. Williams Chapter of
Murray Women of the
the United Daughters of the Moose will meet at eight p.m. hem letdown line by rubbing it with salt and let dry in the sun. of stain, replace towels
Central Shopping
- To remove blood stain, frequently. Let dry. -Then rub
with a solution of vinegar and
Confederacy will meet at the with officers meeting at seven
Center
in
detergent
liquid
or
dampen
soak in enzyme presoak
water.
home of Dr, Helene Visher at A.m. at the lodge hall on North
area
with
water,
rub
with
bar
Launder
product.
usual.
as
To
remove
shirt
Collar
two p.m. with Dr. Harvey 16th Street.
- Scrape off excess catsup soap, liquid detergent or
rings, rub white chalk on the
Elder as speaker.
with
a dull knife. Soak detergent paste, made with
grease
ring
beforeiyou
put the
Betty Sledd Baptist Young
remaining
stain in add water granules and water. Rinse and
shirt
in
the
hamber.
The
chalk
Women
of
Baptist
First
Wadesboro Homemakers
Rub-detergent launder.
30
minutes.
for
will
absorb
the
grease
and will
Club will meet at the home of Church will meet with Mrs.
wash
out
in
the
laundering.
nine
Bell
Larry
a.m.
at
Mrs. Clarence Culver at 1:30
- Rub lipstick stains with
p.m.
Baptist Young Women of petroleum, jelly. before
Bowling for Senior *Citizens First Baptist Church will meet laundering.
- To remove perspired-on
will be at Corvette Lanes at with Mrs. Mike Dougan at
odor, rub a bar of deodorant 9-29-78
seven p.m.
Baby Boy, Rt. 1 Almo, Mrs.
1:30 p.m.
soap over the area, before Adults 125
Wilma L. Borders and-Baby
Nursery 10
,
Racers Homemakers Club laundering.
Ladies day luncheon is
Girl, Rt. 2, Mayfield, Mrs.
- Rub candle wax with an NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Rebecca B. Williams
PINWALE
•
EVERY YARD
scheduled at Oaks Country will meet with Linda Begley,
and
REG.$399
ice
cube until it gets hard, and
DISMISSALS
FIRST OUJiliTY
Street,
815
Ninth
South
at
nine
753Seale,
Polly
with
Baby Boy, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
Club
•
AND
FRESN
Mrs. Sherry Stoppenhagen Mrs.
then scrape it off with a blunt
7410, and Agnes Watson, 753- a.m.
Patsy K. Elkins, Rt. 1,
PRETTY, AND
POLYESTER
PRINTED
and
Baby
Itnive.
Girl, Not- 70 Lone Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
If wax remains, place
•
SO EASY TO
5325, as chairmen of the
Barbara
CHOOSE IN
East Calloway Elementary absorbent paper toweling over Oak Village, Paris, Tenn., L. 'Seese, Rt. 6 Bx. 352A
hostesses.
*SOLID COLORS
OUR STORE,
School Parent-Teacher Club and under the wax and press it Edward W. Schnautz, Rt. I, MurrayMrs.
Rettah Rogers,
,
•POLYESTER
will meet at seven p.m. for with a warm iron. If any stain Box 101, Hazel, Fredrick M, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., Addle
Christian Men's Fellowship
Si COTTON
IDEAL FOR
Ingram,
206 Woodlawn, Grubbs, 710 Riley St.
of First Christian Church will conferences with teachers and remains, sponge with cleanin4
SAVE 433.41EG $3.49
Murray,
DRAPABLE
SOFT;
•
Murray,
solvent
and
Mrs.
launder.
Debbie
L
meet for dinner in the at 7:30 p.m. for business
Immo H. Nance, Rt. 6 Box
. FASHIONS:
- Immediately sprinkle a Clinard, TU._ 8, Box 513;
Meeting.
fellowship hall of the church.
332ANurray, William J. Hina,
PARTY WEAR,
red wine spill With a generous Murray, Mrs: Lula N. 1503 Henry
St. Murray,
ETC.
amount of'salt. It will prevent McCuiston, 227 Spruct, Brandon Keller,
Rt. 7 Bs. 827
the wine from setting deep Murray, Cyndi A. Dean, 1002- Murray, Mrs.
Helen Clart,
stain. Soak it in cold water and Cowan St., Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray,
SOLID COLOR
NATURAL
rub the stain out before E. Rheudell Taylor, Rt. 4, Box
Dallas Rummager, 1609 Ryan
P
247,
laundering.
Fulton, Mrs. Mary J. Murray,
GABARDINE
Russell Neese,-Ftt. 2,
Slip into our casuals. You'll see their
OUTING
Dycus,
Sponge
Rt.
a
1,
scorched
area
Buchanan,
SAVE n•REG 13;9
classic good looks. You'll feel their
Hazel.
ASSORTED
with peroxide. Let It dry in the Tenn., Jeanne A. Lieb, 901
fashionable. easy-walking crepe soles.
10-1-78
60" Wide
a1'1,0)S
FASHIONS.
sun before laundering. Shake Main, Murray, Mrs. Cindy F. Adults
and loot cradling, cushioned arch.
122
off the excess liquid and brush Dunn, 503 Lynnwood, Murray,
Polyester
• '
• yr)
NAP
your garment briskly. Sponge Mrs. Lillian F. Robertson,
be
211 NuNrsay1:0RN
ADMISSION
this same solution on shoes So. 13th., Murray, Homer E.
Enoch, Baby Boy ( Delisa),
and boots to remove white salt Colmon, 806 North `18th,
P.0.-Bx. 1177 Paris. Tenn.
Murray, 'Mrs. Connie M.
marks.
SOLID COLOR POLYESTER
DISMISSALS
- Add one teaspoon of Cavitt, 119 Spruce, Murray.
Mrs. Margaret H. Sams,
epsom salts to each gallon of Amon W. Owen,Rt.6, Box 140,
1702 Plainview' Dr. Murray,
washing and rinsing water to Murray, John C. Williams,
Michael S. Dunnaway, Rt. 8
4603 Parklane, Murray,
save delicate colors.
REG.$3 %nit')99
Bx. 9B Murray, Harold W.
- To clean leather, rub a Robert C. Johnson, Rt. 1, Garland, 501
SAVE
'I
•
S. 7th Murray,
REG.$299
few drops of baby shampoo on Murray, Alva B. Thompson. Bruce W. Littrell,
Rt. 6 Bx.
ASSORTED
every few inches of leather, 305 Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs. 60A1
OFF
Murray, Mrs. Vickie L.
use'a soft cloth. This will also Pearl Miller (expired), West .0liver,
STITCHES
210 S.9th Murray, Miss
View Nursing Home, Murray,
condition the leather.
FOR YOUR
Stephanie Benjamin, 7S11
- To keep brightly-colored Calvin Milby (expired), Rt. 6,
FAVORITE
Lake Dr. - Evansville,. Ind.,
WHITE FUSIBLE
buttons from "bleeding" onto Box 341, Murray.
FASNONS
Mrs. Betty Morris and Baby
IRON-ON
Court Square
your garment in the wash, 9-30-78
Girl, Rt. 2, Hickory. Carlton
/zap a piece of plastic wrap Nursery 7
Murray
i_
INTERFACING
M. Outland, 1809 College
fround each button and secure Adults 125
.
SAVE •••REG,et
Farm
Rd.,
Murray,
Mrs.
with rubber band. •
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Frances L. Gilliam, Rt. 1
Moon, Baby Girl (Brenda) Ali-no,
Mrs. Nancy J. Speegle,
510 Irvine St. Paris,. Tenn.,
1611 Locust St., Murray,Joyce
Kimbro, Baby Girl (Debbie)
A. Peoples, 923 S. 7th
Rt. 7 Murray, Morris, Baby
Mayfield, Mrs. Margaret R.
Girl (Betty) Rt. 2, Hickory.
ENTINE
Camp, 806 N. 17th Murray,
on
STOCK NT
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Betty L. Kelso,806 Sunny
all new guitars in stock
Mrs. Nora Rogers, Shady
LUSTROUS RAYON
Lane Murray, Barry L.
Oaks Tr. Ct.. Murray, William
Sale Starts Monday, October 16
Beadles, Rt.3.Mayfie0, David
C. Ward, Rt. 7,•Murray, Mrs.
• .si7Ptilaciarr:
, Rt. 1 Bx. 138A
Margaret J. Lee and Baby
1TERICK•Mr
l'A
K"
AirkP
Seoyt,
tS Mrs. Judy K. RickGirl, Rt. 6, Earis, Tenn.. Lori .
.DEEP RICH PILE $
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Mr. & Mrs. Dan:Mcriure
Hosts For Dinner Recently

Thursday,October 10
Murray Business and
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Professional Women's Club Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
will meet for luncheon at the the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Colonial House Smorgasbord
as a part of National Business
Murray Art Guild will be
Women's Week.

By Estelle Spicelaad
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Recruiting for the newly • The successor fadure of the
established Murray Unit-of-the . Murray unit will be detem
by the support it gets directly
Kentucky National Guard, is
from the local level. Every unit
now underway and the support
of government, every business
of every local citizen is needed
and every citizen of Calloway
to make the program a success.
County must lend support to the
announcement, that a
effort
National Guard unit was being
A recruiting team is presenestablished in Murray was the
tly manning the local unit's
culmination of many Months of
temporary headquarters in the
hard work on the part of
former Edward's Interiors
several individuals and
building on Sunbury Circle.
organizations in our cornanswer
can
Recruiters
munity. For the most part, this
ininterested
-from
questions
work was done behind-thelas
scenes and out of the limelight. -11V1601111131Dstasius_
daily. • +4
- The Murray unit is currently
Let's all work together to
a divisiorf of the Company C of
make the Murray unit of the
the First BattAlion, 123rd ArKentucky National Gxard.jhe
mor Division headquartered in
best, most progressive, guard
Paducah. Company C is curren
organization in the history of
tly based in '_Hiclunan and
the Commonwealth.
Murray and. Hickman will
share the manning of the company.
• •
— National Guard officials have
indicated that the Murray unit
could, in the future, become a
full. 100-personnel, company if
the locaL.re.cruiting effort
proves satisfactory.
The future of the Murray unit
is directly connected to the
response to the recruiting effort. A permanent Armory
building will only be possible
-after the unit reaches full company strength. The unit will
only be elevated to full company strength if its expectations. as a division of the
are
Company
Hickman
realized.

(11,11101A,,flirt .

WILL Nor
suRvIVE
Too MUCH
GRAFTit*

Congressional
Down
Low
Its
Record
Should Wash. D.C.
Boom'e 51st State?

WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Times
&
Murray. Ledger
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and :federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congresional switchboard, 202-2243121
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
• •
DC.20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen-Building
Washington, D. C. 26510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
_State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort wben the General
Assembly is in session 14 dialing 1544-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
Snelling Calloway County are •
.

/flee. Richard Weisenberger
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The Blood River Elaplist Association
will meet Oct. 21 at First Baptist
----C'hurch, Murray, and ori-aci:TA---if the
Hardin Baptist Church.
George Hodge, governor of Murray
- Moose Lodge, will attend the Kentucky
meeting of the Moose at Louisville Oct,
_ 18, 19,and 20. Others attending from the..
Murray Lodge will indude Carl Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Homer Sears,
and Mr. and Mrs. Tom Williams,
,.New officers of the Austin School
Parent-Teacher Association are
Mesdames A. B. Crass, C. D. Vinson,
Jr., Bill Threet, Joe Littleton, Stanley
Tharp, Margaret Porter, Bethel
Richardson, Albert • Dodd, James
Coleman, C. L. Wildey, and William
Adams.

-20 Years Ago
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The .Calloway County United Fund
Drive will be launched Oct.28 at 6:30
ism. with a. kick-off banquet at the
Murray 'Woman's- -Club—Boum; - axe
cording to Gene Landolt, publicity
chairman.
Carl Lockhart, Donald Crawford,
Clayton Pritchard, 011ie Cooper, and
Jess Story have been named to the
building committee for the construction
of the building for the Lynn Grove
Methodist Church. The old building was s''4
s
destroyed by fire on Oct. 11.
Earl Neal of the Kirksey Chapter of
the Future Farmers of America had the
grand champion in the Purchase
District Beef Show and Sale held Oct. 6.
His heavy Angus animal was purchased'
by the Bank of Murray.
Mrs. Howard Oath and Mrs. Richard Farrell of the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will present
special music at the First District
meeting of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs at Paducah today.
Mrs. James W. Hicks was honored at'-'sis
a dinner on her 78th birthday.
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This-Backyard Dollhouse Project
_To Thrill A Four-Year-Old Heart
When Tom Wells, 1508 Cardinal,
looked at a little girl's dollhouse while
on a trip to Hawaii this summer and
remarked that he could build one just
as good, he didn't know what he was
getting himself into.
Since then, he has worked untold
hours and spent a considerable amount
of money building one from a detailed
set of plans for his grand-daughter,
four-year-old Ashley Wells. Ashley is
one of two children of hi-a-son, Tommy,
and lives in San Anselmo, Calif., just
north of San Francisco. Her brother,
Justin...1s.sin' years old. .'Mr.- WellsswhO retired in 1976 as a
supervisor of industrial engineering
after 28 years with the Tappan plant
here, always has been pretty good with
his hands. In fact, his buddies at
Tappan gave him a power saw as a
retirement gift.
But when he made his comment on
the dollhouse in Hawaii, on Tommy,
who was one of Murray State's best
baseball pitchers ever and whose
picture hangs in the university's
athletic Hall of Fame, called his hand.
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SENATOR HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.
I Va.) "...The Congress recently submitted to the States for ratification an
amendment to the Constitution
Providing full voting represention in the
House of Representatives and the
Senate for the District of Columbia.
"I opposed this_amendrnent believing
that the District has none of the crucial
characteristics of a State and should
not be so treated. In the Richmond
Times-Dispatch, there appeared an
excellent editorial on this subject...1
ask that the editorial be printed in the
Extension of Remarks." (An excerpt
follows):
Creating A "STATE"
The District of Columbia cannot in
fact be made a state by calling it one.
Unlike the others, it is all urban, and its
one overriding interest is the Federal
government. The District of Columbia
is, and should remain, a unique bit of
territory m far as its status in the
federal government is concerned
The best interests of the nation will be
served if the proposed amendment fails
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Calloway County Red CrOass.Dtrectors
announced today that Robert 0. Miller,
county attorney, has accepted the
chairmanship of the Red Cross Fund.
Drive for 1968.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nannie
Stone, Charlie Morris, and Bradley'
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Warden Believes Death Penalty
Serves As Deterrent To Crime

Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Eva Wofford
Dies This Morning;

Mrs Ruby McClain
' _
Rites On Wednesday Dies At Hospital

"I have three fellows who opportunity"
-„
Vocational training,
were given death sentences,"
he said. IUntil I receive court religious, psychological and
Aaiintrarrn---4==I0{nobegici1.'ksida-ars
sirderi --4to-Atiasbe.---giving the prisoners their
will
they
assume
deterrent."
opportunity, the warden said.
Don Bordenkircher, who has executed."
'It's all part of the
The warden agreed with
witnessed 13 executions, said,
"Of the 13 persons I have seen Boone Circuit Judge Sam socialization process to get.
executed, I can assure you Neace's recent comment that them to the point where they
none have committed another prison can do nothing to like themselves and get along
with other people,v said the
rehabilitate convicted felons.
crime."
"We _slon't know what former 'warden of San
The executions have ranged
from cyanide pellets ''to a few reitabilita lion is,'' - Bor- Quentin, CAUL -.state prison.
foreign countries where heads denkircher said. "the term is "Most convicted felons don't
were chopped off," said a total misnomer. The best like themselves or have a_
Bordenkircher, warden here thing we can do in the prison totally perverted view of
•
system across is. to. keep themselves."
2 years.
1
kr 2/
Bordenkircher came to
'Recently officials at Ken- confined those individuals who
Eddyville from West Virginia.
Or
ificorrigible
tucky's maximum security are
prison have begun refur- irresponsible, and to maintain He was warden,there of the
bishing the electric chair In peace and security in the maaiguari-sveson
ease in might be needed-far-- instititions and provide for Itifilundsville: During his work
the first time since March them opportunity to better in corrections over the last X
themselves it they went the - years; he hasfound that prison
1962.
gairds are not the brutes that
/Many citizens believe them to
V be.
"The Teal inhn • nity is the _ _
Drutglity of ths inmates to,_.
limo/1g t▪ he each other," he said.
Salaries were:
assignments and teacher
Ittins,
including
unresolved
influence on policy.
In Delaware, schools were the disparity in pay among
open, but only about 3,100 of teachers in the recently
3,900 teachers reported for ,consolidated school district.
worielvionday, the first day of The Wilmington district was
the teachers:. strike. No combined with 10 suburban
negotiating sessions Were districts this year to achieve
racial balance.
scheduled. Bill Marcum, chief depute ,
coroner for Calloway County,
• attended a special seminar for
coroners conducted by the
Kentucky Bureau of Training
at Eastern State University-r. d, on Thursday and
icihmyon
Rrda
F

EDDYVILLE, Ky. SAP) The warden of the Eddyville
-':State Penitentiary believes

Mrs. Eva Wofford of 218

funerailar
died this morning at 2:55 at McClain of Sedalia was held
the Murray-Calloway. cawey Monday at two p.m. at the
._ _Hospital.'She waS 87 years of chapel Of the -Byrn Funeral
age and We wife of George Home,Mayfield, with the Rev.
Thomas (Tot) Wofford who l„.es Morgan and theRev. Glen
Orr officiating. Burial was in
died Aug.8, 1968.
The deceased was a the-Williams Cemetery.
Mrs. McClain, 83, died
member of the Lost Creek_
at eleven a.m. at the
Saturday
United Uethodist Church in
Stewart County, Tenn. She Murray-Calloway County
was born July 3, 1891, in that Hospital.
Survivors include one son,
county.
PLAN HOMECOMING DANCE
Three members of the Homecoming Dance ComOrville Lassiter,
James
Mrs. Wofford is survived by
mittee at the Murray Country Club met recently to finalize plans for the dance to be
daughter,
step
one
Sedalia;
one daughter, Mrs. Groover
held this Saturday at the local club. Members of the committee are Mr. and Mrs. Ron
(Orlean) Parker, 218 South Mrs. Ola Mae Oyres, Granger,
Cella, chairmen; Dr. and Mrs. Gene Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Scott Seiber, Mr. and Mrs. Don
L.
one
Georgie
Iowa;
brother,
• _12th Street,- Murray; two
Burchfield,
Mr. and Mrs. bed Wells and Mr. and Mrs. Gene Maddox. Shown.here are - . •sisters, Mrs. Talmadge Moore, Palmersville, Tenn.;
Mrs* Cella (center) Mrs. Cook and Mrs. Maddox. The dance will begin at 9.pm and
two great
two
grandchildren;
(Eleanor) Tubbs, Dovtif,
music will be providedby Byron CaTirmOre and the Common-Wealth band. Admission
Tenn., and Mrs. Frank (Lois) grandchildren.
syill be $10 per couple and the ciaiLice is open to members and their guests.
Hylle, Topeka, Kans.; two
brothers,R.-W. Kearborougik---- Dover, Tenn., and Richard
_
Sca rboroug h, Marion.
The funeral will be held
Wednestiaret-tsecrpanAtUthe.--affected in Memphis, while Cleveland could close 26 of its
chapel of the Blalock-Colernan
By The Associated Press
Funeral, services for ClifFuneral Home with the Rev.
It's
first
the
of
day
school- about 64,000 students, more 182 buildings without regard
ford Blalock of Murray Route
Julian Warren officiating.
40
days
late
100,000 than half the public school • for the racial effects of the
for
Six are being held today at two
students - in Delaware, are closings. The ruling means
Burial will follow in the
p.m. at the chapel of the Cleveland students and some
Wofford Cemetery in Stewart Blalock-Coleman Funeral,., 10,000 teachers and school without their regular teachers there will be no court-ordered
in Wilmington.
County, Tenn.
desegregation until Feb. 1,
*Miters.
Home with the Rev.- Carviri'
Cleveland's strike ended when the judge said the school
Friends may call at the Wilkins and the Rev. Dr.
In two other giant school
Thursday, and the 10,000 board should be ready to
funeral home after four p.m. Jerrell White officiating. Gus districts, Memphis, Tenn. and
teachers and striking em- implement
-to
plans
today (Tuesday).
Wilmington,
Del.,
classes
will
Robertson, Jr., is soloist.
ployees have been preparing desegregate schools for 11,000
Active pallbearers are Ray be held but most regular
lesson plans and sprucing up students.
Williams, Max Bonner, teachers will be missing, on
school
buildings since then.
In Memphis, represenGeorge Bonner, Gene Lovins, strike for higher wages.
Today was planned as a half- tatives of more' than 5,000
Some
113,000
students
are
Dr.'William Thomas Parker,
day of school, with regular striking teachers and the city
and Allen Cunningham, all
classes set to begin Wed- school board agreed to return
Mrs. Ora Taylor Milburn, nephews.
to the bargaining table today
nesday.
mother of Mrs. Harlan
as . honorary
Serving
The State Controlling Board after a scheduled contempt-Of
(Helen) Hodges. of Murray pallbearers are James
Monday approved Cleveland's court hearing - provided
Route Six, died this morning Williams, Lloyd Buchanan,
request, that it ease restric- union leaders have not been
--I at 6:30 at the Mureay- Charlie Scott, Paul Purvis,
tions' on a $20.7 million jailed.
The Murray High -School
Calloway County Hospital.
Robert H. Burkeen, Herman
emergency loan so the district
Negotiations were held
Born in 1885, she was a Lovins, Earl Byerly, Tellous band will be canyissing the
could honor the agreement to Monday in Memphis for the
community on
descendant of Dr. Constantine McDougal, and
Mason Murray
increase employees' pay by 8 first time since the strike
Tuesday evening, Nov. 7,
Whitnell of Calloway County Thomas.
percent.
annual citrus
began Oct. 10. Among items
and of Dr.Gustavus Looney of
Interment wW follow in the during their
Also Monday, U.S. District - unresolved are salaries,
sale. Band members will be
West Kentucky. She was a Murray Memorial Gardens.
orders and
Judge Frank J. Battisti aaifl teacher evaluation and
former resident of New
Mr. Blalock,68, died,Suriciay renewing previous
Burnside and Vienna, Ill., but at 8:30 p.m. at his home. He trying to add nevreustomers
had recently been residing operated Lake Stop Grocery for this year's sale.
Proceeds from the sale will
here with her daughter.
on Highway 94 East for 27
used to help retire the
be
her
Survivors include
years.
uniform deficit and to repair
daughter, Mrs. Hodges, and
Survivors include his wife,
one son, Lyman Milburn, St. Mrs. Mabel Cunningham or replace worn-out equipment.
Paul, Minn.
Blalock; two sisters, Mrs.
Murray High band director,
services
burial
Funeral and
Burman Parker of Mw-ray
will be held in New Burnside, ant Mrs. Guy Lovins of James L. Light, said that the
band wishes to thank. the
The Western chapter of the obligation to vacationers and
Murray Route Six.
Murray residents for' their Kentucky
Restaurant other visitors to serve them
past support of this sale and Association will meet on efficiently and cheerfully,"
hopes that they will support Monday, Oct. 23; 1978 at the the spokesman added.
"The Kentucky Restaurant
the band again this year.
Peddler Steak House in
keeps its memAssociation
begins
hour
PadoehtiFlocial
oil the lateat
bers
informed
at 6:30 p.m. with dinner, and
hosts and
good
be
to
skills
The
p.m.
7:30
meeting at
featured speaker will be hostesses," he mentioned."As
By The Associated Press
Gilbert Sears from the part of this continuing effort,
and cultural ties with-lither
INTERNATIONAL
University of Kentucky the Western Chapter of KRA
countries.
has arranged to have Gilbert
VATICAN CITY (AP) Extension Service.
The honor roll for the first
Sears from the UK.Extension
Restaurant
Pope John Paul II, a Polish
icentucky
"The
Mass.
FORD,
B
NEW
six weeks at East Calloway
the
symbol of the vitality of the ( AP)- isc jockey "Cuzzin"
Association is a non-profit speak on hospitality and
Elementary School has been
food industry's role in tourism
representing
Roman Catholic Church in Davylwilliford says it was
organization
released by the principal, Bob
Communist lands, delivers his
over 600 of the more development. Sears has been
y an "off-handed com- Allen, as follows:
first sermon today as 264th, ment" when he told listeners
progressive Kentucky active for years in this area
Sixth Grade--Tammy
and has recently coordinated
church.
leader of his
he was going to City Hall to Thomas, Jeanetta Geurin, restaurants and almost 200
a trip to Wisconsin for the
The former Carl-laroi complain
about higher, Lisa Gardner, Rhonda Jones, associates (suppliers,
purpose of studying tourism in
of
are
archbishop
Wojtyla,
distributors, etc.) who
property taxes. When he Joanna Herndon, and Dawn
Krakow, Polaaeand at 58 the arrived at city offices Moninterested in helping each that area."
The Kentucky Restaurant
oman Catholic day, 4,000 angry protesters Hale.
youngest
other serve the dining public
Seventh Grade--Evy
"Not Associatiqn recently launched
said.
of. the century, were waiting.
pontif
spokesman
a
well,"
Jarrett, Bill Chaney, Lisa
acre ained sequestered
Assessments for about
only do they serve Kentucky a campaign to improve
Jill Childress, Lisa
curacy-in-menus. On July 24,
well
is
ernight with the cardinals 13,000 properties have been Allen,
it
but
diners,
Chaney, Amy McCage,Gerald
of the Brass
who elected him pope Monday raised -some going from $400
documented that over one- Dick Thomas
McCuiston, Jay Herndon,
Restaurant in
Lantern
dollar
in a vote that broke a 455-year to $4,000. It was the city's first
tourist
every
of
third
Morrison, Richard
an officer of the
property re-evaluation in 50 Carlie
tradition of Italian popes.
spent in Kentucky is spent on Aurora, and
and 1Paysha Smith.
Rowland,
KRA, announced the program
years.
a
represents
This
food.
Grade-Vincent
Eighth
to West Kentucky members
OTTAWA (AP) -- Prime
Cooper, James significant amount of revenue and the press. Then on August
Perry
Alton,
OGDEN, Utah (AP) a
of
Minister Pierre Elliott
(one-third
the
to
industry
Parker, Nancy Miller, Jeff
explained the
Trudeau's Liberals have Siamese twins Lisa and Elise
billion. dollars a year), and it 10, Thomas
arriiiia,and Lisa Maddox.
-G
suffered a sharp setbaek-lei---Hanien-hoid-hands, pull one
demonstrates the size of our program to theLouisville area
media.
special parliamentary elec- another's ears, giggle and
"Taking the lead on actions that may promise a chatter for hours, but they
and on
curacy-in-menu,
other,
each
seen
never
change of government for have
hospitality training programs
except in the mirror. the
Canada-after 15 years.
are just two of the many
Con- girls, who celebrate their first
opposition
The
worth-while functions of the
servatives picked off five birthday Wednesday, are
which benefit its
KRA
their
of
tops
the
at
Liberal seats in Ontario and joined
members," according to
one in Manitoba,and held onto heads,facing the same way.
Barbara Keel, ,a Murray
Thomas.
four other districts Monday in
native enrolled in the Ph.D.
a record 15 by-elections to fill
studies at George Peabody
vacancies in the House of
Prices of stock of local tnterest at
College in Nashville, has been
the
to
furnished
Commons.
noon, EDT, today,
Michigan, assigned to do a doctoral
of
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Times
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WASHINGTON
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Mrs. Milburn Dies
Today At Hospital

.Murray High Band
Sets Citrus Sale

Res4utant Association
Tolleet Monday, Oct. 23

...T,NEWS IN BRIEF...

Honor Roll At
East Released

Marcum Attends
Coroner Seminar
At Eastern Univ.

ou try Festival Set
A Aurora On Weekend

Aurora's first Country
Festival will be held this
weekend, Oct,,20, 21 and 22.
The Festival is a project of the
Jonathan Aurora Action
Committee, and all events are
free of charge for spectators.
There is a small entry fee
for artists and craftsmen
exhibiting in the Faird,'
may
enter
(exhibitors
Saturday morning,) and
participants in the pony pull.
All other events are courtesy
of the JAAC and Aurora and
Jonathan Creek Businessmen.
JAAC invites everydne to
come and have a good time,
said Don Peters, president of
the group.
The Festival will begin
Friday evening with square
dancing with caller Larry
Jackson at the Wishing Well in
Aurora at 8:00.
Saturday will open the arts
and crafts fair at the. Opra
Barn Area with demonstrations of lye soap,
sorghum,and candle making.

Special sessions on 'sex
The pony pull will begin at abuse, ballistics, crib death,
11:00 with weighing DP-bet- etc., were conducted.
ween 7 and 10. An auction will
Marcum said this morning
run off day at the "quonset." that a special seminar on crib
Bring items for sale and have _death will be scheduled for the
them auctioned off.
Jackson Purchase area soon.
At 1:30, the Twin Lakes One crib death has occurred in
Antique Car Club will parade Calloway County this year,
through town, and at 3:00, the Marcum said. The coroner
Barbershop Chows from said an effort is being made to
Mayfield will perform at the meet with the parents of
Opra Barn. At 8:00 Sat. children dying from crib death'
evening, everyone is invited to within 98 hours after the
dance to Kentucky Jones at the
de c.
Deputy Coroner Marcum
the Wishing Well.
An arbor church will be held said new legislation now gives
w r the power atSunday morning at 11:00 with
a gospel sing, at the Aurora arrest, to bear arms, to et*
Christian Church. The arts minister oaths, to enter upon"::
and crafts will tontinue, as private and public premises to
will the auction. At 2:30 there investigate, to seize evidence,
will be an ice cream social and to interrogate persons, to
old-fashioned style show with require the production of .
old-time music at the Opra books, objects, - and other ,.
Barn area. Refreshments will evidence, to impound vehicles
in vehicular deaths, to employ
be available at all events.
Everyone is invited to come special investigators and
and help Aurora celebrate its' photographers, and to expend
first Country Festival, Peters the necessary funds in any
investigation.
said.

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center Phone 753-3642
We Accept Visa &
Master Charge - Layaways

Open Til 8:00 P.M.
Mon. thru Fri.

New Pictures

Sale

Now In Stock

Silk & Pictures Under Glass
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Barbara Keel Assigned
To University Program
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Mirrors
of all sizes
Very LOW Prices

Stock Market

Rowhouse Swept

Glass Fireplace
Screens

By Fire Today

$75 &$85
All Sizes

ACRYLIC LATEX
EXTERIOR

. 1300
.fit.
Latex

Hog Market

$995
Now
Reg.$14.20
•

Wicker In Stock
On Sale Now!
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-1._ShareincOmes In Famtly-Budgeting
By CLAItillb..MAILROML
AP Neerdeateres
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We -Build Brick or Stone Wood Burning
Fireplaces Featuring:
, Smoke Free Guarantee
25Year Warranty & Protection Plan
One pay Installation
• No-Foundation Required
• Over 140 Models Available
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A budget you can enjoy' One
that fits your style ef living?
YES. Author Alice Priest has
come up with some fresh ideas
that advocate "hapky• saving
and
--—
Too often the word -budget"
carries the connotation of a
stringent, rigid, rule-ridden
way of dealing with money.
Mrs. Priest points out, however, that there are no right or
wrong attitudes toward money.
Each person has a choice in the
way to spend or save money —
which gig explains in a. book
shehas written.
"The book emphasizes strategies that you ought to — rather, might — adopt," she says.
.'It has no 'oughtlo's'.''
Mrs. Priest urges the reader
Le -find out about yourself; are
you a hoarder or a spender"
A test-tit -30- questtorts is Included in her . book. Once an- _

ivers60%
than a conventional

sewed, you'll find out if you
-041-11-eareful spender (Sometimee,over-cautious ; a middlegrenade! who achieves a reasonable balance between Saylie, *&g and credit, or a
high seem who tends to "hold
MOW My lightly.-__Almillebggreesenpeedickdrice
on haw Si save, buy insurance
tran
alid aM
p=PaY Mina mad
costs, and use of
credit. Timm ate also tips for
combatting.iNflation
Mrs. Prink - an editor of
Business-Week -Magazine who
often writes the cover story,
says tools for building a budget
include four elements - in•
input, - tnvOlvetnent and
income.
The iisaghtsn be gained
from the quiz and the input by
asitrnity brainstorming session
to set goals. As for involvement, Mrs. Priest suggests that both husband and
wife take turns et handling-thefamily expenses, and that even
a teenager might take a stint at
keeping the books.
The family budget, she says,
should include the combined income of husband and wife for
the combined expenses of the
family. If only one spouse
workt, she says, equal credit
should be given for the other's..
labor in keeping the home.
liandriQ maney is emotional;
she observes. Once you understand your emoti.mal approach
to money — and that of other
family members — you can
plan strategies_
Money is said to be the No.'2
problem ; after sex in marital
strife. If both partners understand how they respond psychologically to money, they can
adjust to each ether's goals —
or shared goals:
Although Mrs. Priest professes no bias toward hoarders or
_spenders, she indicates in conversa ion
comp we savers miss out on a lot of living.
"There is a risk for those
who save ; compulsively)." she
says, "There's the risk that
they won't enjoy the fruits of
their labor.
"They may get to the point
where they will be too old to
spend their money and be able

The Energy Savin
Fireplace m

to enjoy it, or will have to
spend it for things they didn't
expect to."
She edds, "We've all seen
parents who left their kids well
fixed and then the kids went
out on a spending spree, which
w—01a thing thalrrenLz
ZZIKa—ve wan eir''
•
But Mrs. Priest does pot
knock impulsespending, either.
-If that's your want, you
should have disposable income
to spend," she said, brtnging
out a point of her book: -A personal disposable- income is the essential ingredient
in every budget. It is the surn
of money issigned each month
to both partners to spend or
save exactly. at each sees fit
She calls it'neg-Uree, happy"
money and contends it is "the
roost unportant safety valve
3
any marriage can have."
—With thpproathlrighotklayseason, she has some advice .
for those Who stick to their
budgets- throughout the year
only to go on a Christmas shopping spree.
'Whatever you plan to spend,
you should add a cushion to it,"
she says.
As for equating extravagant,
-monogrammed, rk•Yigeer purchases with status, Mrs. Priest
says, 'T 7.on't believe Viyers
are saying, 'This is for status.'
I believe they are thinking
'This shows I can afford it.
"But why haven't they gone
to the next Step to ask themselves,'Why do I have to show I
"
,"
can afford iv
Mrs. Priest and her husband,
Richard, a financial executive,
have a son and a daughter.
Asked if she handles her family finances, Mrs. Priest says,
•'fo be perfectly honest, I must
confess that for many, many
years my husband handled the
finances-altogether.
"Then my mother became ill
and I had to take over her fi-nances-." That event, she says,
Was her . initiation into money..
handling.
-The Family Budget Book"
is published by Loren Press,
Inc., 501 East Third St., Dayton, Ohio 45410.)
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BUILDING

If you plan to buy a new DISHWASHER, WASHER or
DRYER during the next 6 months, you owe it to yourself to buy now dining the

VG CLEARANCE SALE

ON

MAYTAG
This Week t
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• Tested exclusive Maytag Jetwash action / Compare/ Smaller
holes mean high velocity jet
spray_.
!
Saving
dries without heat • New styling, smart colors • Tested exclusive Maytag Micro-Mesh"
Filter

CleatiSwexp-stakes
„istcwan",

gne.rgy

MAY/A0
Win one pf 100
-One Years
DiShVaietetS or one of 500 ritsneaswer
CASCADE
of
Supply

deisfeeet

Save V60 ma
ofDeluxe

Nobody gets dishes
cleaner than Maytag
ARCHITECTURAL AND EXTERIOR HARMONY of
the home 'arebeiiiitifully achieved with the rugged,
rustic ARCHITECT 70 asphalt roofing shingle. manufactured by Bird & S4Def: Inc.. East Walpole, Mass.
This roofing shingle -carries, wind and fire resistant
properties that keep the home safe and dry. Its tex• tured. random edge r•rrates deep shadow lines and
blends- attractive', with the other exterior portions of
the h
and the terrain.
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onr winnows Maytag bog tab Miele

CASABLANCA
This Dramatic Revolving (optioncrt1 lighting fixture is..on antique
replica of turn of the century ceiling fan. Return to yesteryear
Light up your home with nostalgia.. Fan blades ore made of
To add a distinctive look,
penderosa pine with walnut finish:

r

_Final Clearance on Maytag
r
f --- Dishwasher
discontinued models
New Maytatinodels on the
way Act now and SAVE
BIG CAPACITY DISHWASHER
• Three level washing • Balanced racking ‘• Unsurpassed
capacity,., Multi-cycle
selection • Self-cleaning

property.,

Micro-lAeshn", filter

JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Village Center, US 641 N.

01411AW..*

/53 682?

capacity to handle big loads • Low temp
&reach of-Heatv. drying • End of cycle
signal reminder

SAVEupto$100

CYNTHIA G AMR

MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT DEDUCTIBLE
Home improvements are generally not tax
dcdurlible but they can be - if they're a medical
necessity. For example,a swimming pool to provide
treatment for a pdlio -victim; a chairseat elevator for
a heart patient; central air conditioning for a child
afflii fed with cystic fibrosis.
\ How much of the expense is deductible? The
amount Ake! which it increases the property value.
For exarroPle, d an elevator costs Si.000, and the
property value is increased -by S1,600,4the $4,020
excess is deductible. If there's no,increase' in
property value, it's'all deductible.
But youll need two documents to support this
claim. A letter from a doctor stating that it is a
medical necessity and a written opinion from a
.competent real estate appraiser stating the amount
(if any) the improvement adds to the value of your

natural color cane ',has been utilized. Fan blades ore also
available in woinuf finished solid pine

PICKENS'PLUMBING
ELECTRIC SUPPLY

SKIM 1114$
30
.••••1•••••••••• Maytag auto-Ow/No.3*i*
• Fist, energy-efficient operation • Big

• Energy-efficient operation • All tabitic
cycle selection • Power Fin
,
'agitator-•
Self-cleaning. long lasting porcetain tub
• Built to fast longer and need fewer
repairs.

From Gallery of Homes Agent, Cynthia Gamble
U.S. Patent
Pending

MAYTAG
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Arai can Install Comprete

1313 Poplar Benton, Kentucky.

—elUf carries
happen to the pip
the hot water. Why—does -this
happen and bow can we correct
the condition?
A. — The sweating is caused
by condensation, the same
thing that occurs to windows
under certain conditions. Condensation is the result of warm,
moist air settling on a cold surfa4, it usually happens in
rooms where there is excessive
humidity. You
,ow prercrit-it

sandpaper be used in a power
,by
by wrapping the exposed part
sander?
the pipe with insulation sold
•t
specutically for that purpose. It
Because it is so tough,
can he purthased at hardware
that's where it does its best
storet, lumber yards and buildwork.
n g-supply• dealers. While
.
4110-14.--aall--aak-the
-wraPP4
en-t secondensation forming on the --TAWW-EIRTArairS—
lectioso af roofing and an aspipe, it will not correct the basphalt shingle color chart are inic problem of too much humidcluded in Ag,dy lang's booklet,
ity, which may cause sweating
-Hoofing Guide," available by
on some other cold surface. If
sending 35 cents and a long,
you cannot provide some
STAMPED, self
:
addreased enmearis'of permitting the moist
velope to Know-HOW,
Box
air to escape, you may have to
477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.
get a dehumidifier, which capQuestions of general interest
tures the moisture.
' willbe answered in the Column,
but individual correspondence
9. - Can aluminum oxide cannothe undertaken ) _

Save$2,5 with factory
springs certificate in
current magazines
WIN a new MMA6 and Cascade cartons
Jetdean- Disintasher

•

CENTER

•
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatares
Q. — The cold-water pipe under our kitchen sink sweats
very badly and drips water

Rustic natural blend

_
-Now you can enjoy a crackling woad fire
anytime--and gain an important new
heat source that will help lower your
fuel bills. With a Majesties
Energy Saving Fireplace'. The
only built-in fireplace with a,
stainless steel heat exchanger
that returns 605 more heat to
the room than a conventional
built-in fireplace. And by adding
ductwork and optional fans,
you can send heat from your
fireplace upstairs ar into
adjoining rooms.
The Majestic Energy Saving Fireplace'
The beautiful fireplace that works hard
to save you gooney.

TREAS

ere's-the Answer En

- ROD

Talent 753-9;t94

Bill Harrison 759-4531

Phone 753,7411 Anytime
OR
_
Cynthia Gamble 7311-1X6
rinda McKinney 7534567

CwilerAGJ..11113 Are DISHWASHER
Replacement Specialist.,
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; The appeal of newspaper advertising among
consumers is supported by the results of a
recent survey which revealed:

exh 11.1

a
gs

44% ofALL Adults Look Forward
To Newspaper Advertising.
WV10% ofALL Adults Look Forward
To Radio or TV Advertising.
The survey was sponsored by the Newsprint Information Committee, and analyzed by Ole
Newspaper Advertising Bureau. A reportpn the survey results appeared in the September 1978
etionofNewsprthtFscta."

Ads Turn Read&s Into Purchasers

• Bog
temp
cycle

•

According to the survey,"More consumers lookforward t-O newspaper
advertising than advertising in any other medium.
Moreover,their ad interests parallel their actualpurchasepatterns."

Put your advertising message-where
it will make your cash register ring!

Ads

on the
AVE

SHER

• Bat-

the
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urray Ledger ik Times -
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Faning
filter
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our expert advertising account representatives a1753-1919
foi•assistance in starting,your effective advectisingprogram.

Call
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Desperation Pass Stuns
- Lifts Fulton City
Lakers,
The Lakers, who have
By TONY WILSON
But a Calloway fumble gamebut recovered each one.
soma FAIltar
Lakers outainned the defeated Lone Oak and
nis later:
followed
_
The Pass could hardly be --ietfirig up rie
Feak Fulton- Bulldogs on Theground,14T11 Ileidlalid-flaartsr-tharsewasw,
.11 ed a desperation attempt, City scoring pliy.
but completed no passes while will go for victory No. 3 in
:ill it a desperate desperation
The Leiters took a 6-0 lead Fulton City was 6 of 17 for 7$ their final game at Camden
Monday night. Calloway
with 10 seconds left in the first yard's.
Wlth .a fourth down and 36. quarter on Roy Williams oneShipwash picked off two of closed its season last year
from the Calloway 37, Fulton
yard run. Calloway had taker+ those passes, and Mickey with a 14-12 victory over the
intercepted Lions.
possesaion on the Fulton 35 Butterworth
City used a touchdown pass
from the halfback with only 37 and used Williams' 35-yard another.
-seconds left to-edge the takers scamper and a faceonaak — John ('anady rushed for 36- -- Statistics
12-6 in a junior varsity-football penalty on the same play to yards rushing on 11 carries,
Wt.Cu,
Ciao,
followed by Williams, 33 on First Downs
give it the ball on the 10.
game at Roy Stewart Stadium
9
11
34-141
35-141 •
John Canady picked up four attempts; and Morton---nusbes-yrts
Monday night.
73
yds
159
The Fulton City quar- three yards, and Mickey with 31 on seven tries.
141
offense
6-17-3
0-4-0
Paws
Butterworth six more before
"I felt like we had a good
terback took the snap and
1-19.0
2-27.5
Plis03.041
Williams' plunge.
chance to win this game and, Pont rolurno-yda
1-16
lateral& to his mate in the
2-42
3.60
ratiaturyds
Kick
backftEld, who then lofted an , Fulton City tied the game in if we beat Camden r Tenn.,)
3-45
Penaitissyds .11:111
4-0
aerial toward the right corner the third period on another do- we could h.sve-eaded up 4-6," Pumbiestoist
14or-die effort at the Laker 10. said Outland."Now we will be
of the end zone.
. wring biblisal
The Calloway defender The Bulldog quarterback, lucky to finish better ,that we
Flushing - John Casiady: 11-36; Roy
with a fourth-down-and-ten did last season." Calloway, in Williams. 4-33', Shane Morton, 7-31;
slipped just before the ball
Mark Herndon, 3-23; Mickey Butarrived, the receiver caught it situation, found a receiver in its first season of football., was terworth,
6-13: Brad Bryan,4.5
Passing - Brad Bryan,0-4-0..
and raced into the end zone, the end zone to tie the score at 2-6 in 1977.
Kickoff,returris - Ricky Barrow,2-45:
The Lakers ran only 11 Tim
and Lakers suffered- ,their 6-6.
McAlister, 1-13.
"That score should never offensive *es
Interceptiora -. Mike SiiipwaSh. 2;
-- in the second
seventh loss in nine games.
Butterworth, 1
hopponcji "sald
- coropariat i.o 24 in the Mickey
_ _have
TfaltlF37133112T -R1r111713751111173Calloway coach Stan Outland. first - and Outland felt that 2; Howard Garland. 4-2; Mike Shipwash,
since
disheartening,
6-5; 11w McAlister, 4-2; Tim Feltner, 5• Calloway's Mike Shipwash "They fumbled just before was the-real difference in the
a.. They itend
that play, the ball was- lying game. "Our players let down
had picked off a Fulton City
CAI. - Roy Williams, 1 run; conwide open on the ground, and after going ahead," he said. version
pass two minutes earlier at
failed; 10, 1st.
- 10 pass: conversion failed:
the Laker 24 to kill a Bulldog we just didn't react quickly "They thought with a lead,
threat and apparently force enough to fall on it." Fulton they could just relax. They 3:56,3rd.
- l6 pass; conversion failed; 36.
fumbled four times during the did, and we lost."
4th.
the game into overtime.

0-14401111vm•

a
Mike Ship%
Roy Stews

Facing An NBA Comeback
Rockets' Tomianovich Playing Again After Crushing Blow
By the Associated Press
It's been a long road back
for Rudy Tomjanovich, but
he's made it.
Tomjanovich, whose face
was shattered by Kermit
Washington's punch on
Dec". 9, 1977, is back at his
familiar forward position
for the Houston Rockets, a
key member of one of the
National Basketball
premier
Association's
teams. He again is hitting
that smooth outside jump
shot, picking up points off
offensive rebounds and
battling the league's big
forwards on defense.
I wanted it so badly."
tie said of his return to the
pro basketball wars.
"Basketball had played
such a big part in my life
for so long, I was prepared
to do anything in order to
compete again."

Calloway Csesty's Mickey lattenvorth (21)hr•sks ay•Feiton Covey pass play in fornior-versity football Whoa it Roy Stewart
Stedium last night. At right is Mark Herndon (17). Futton scored on a freak pass in the final seconds for 124 victory.

stay in my room and never
Dec. 9, 1977 is a day he
Tomjanovich, a fourI didn't believe
--leave.--forget:
is
WI
never
—
That
All-Star, looked-7:
tiine
anyone could look so bad
when, racing across the
as strong 'as ever last
and not be laid out, I mean
floor at the Forum in
weekend. He contributed 20
dead." '
Inglewood, Calif. to break
points, 12 rebounds and 6
Slowly but surely, after
game
a
during
fight
a
up
assists to the Rockets' 111surgery to rebuild ttie bin*
against Los Angeles, he ran
107 victory over the New
structure of his face, then
smack into the punch by
York Knicks in their season
plastic surgery to make
the Lakers' Washington,
opener Friday night and
himself presentable,
By the Associated Press
being
was
he
thought
Who
had 12 points as the
began
Tomjanovich
Despite a hair's-breadth,
threatened and said he
Rockets beat the Boston
coming back. •
one-point victory over KUnsas,
acted in self-defense.
Celtics 114-108 Saturday
He said he is not afraid of
the Oklahoma Sooners held
Tomjanovich crumpled to
night.
contact and has no bad
onto first place today in The
the floor, his facial
He says he had that
visions.
Associated Press college
structure shattered, his
special, nervous feeling
It will all be worthwhile,
football ratings, closely
fine basketball career and
prior to his-first game.
he said, if the Rockets live
pursued by Penn State and
his life in danger.
"I was so anxious for the
to their potential this
up
Arkansas.
game to start, I was like a
Did the 30-year-old
season and win the NBA
However, last weekend's
rookie playing his --first
=former University of
charnpionship.
rash of upsets caused some
game. Iiwant to get back to
Michigan standout ever
We won our division two
major reshuffling in the
playing basketball and
think he might not make it
ago and we have a
years
rankings, with five teams getting judged on what I do
-back?
better team now,- he said,
Colorado, Florida State, Ohio
on the court. I'm tired of
pointing to the maturation
"Yes, I doubted it,- he
State, Stanford and Iowa State
talking about my injury."
of center Moses Malone " dropping out of the Top
said. "I doubted if I would
But talk about it he,will,
and the addition of forward
ever walk in public. The
Twenty.
an endless number of times
have
may
way I looked when I got out
Oklahoma
Rick Barry as reasons why
as the Rockets tour the
the Rockets are improved.
retained the No. 1 position by
of the hospital, I wanted to
NBA.
Southern
since
default

Sooners Hold On To Top Spot,
But Only Because Others Lost

Drysdale Admits
To Tight Pitches
LOS ANGELES (API
Sure I hit guys on purpose,"
Don Drysdale said, when
asked about the 154 batters
struck by his pitches when he
- played for the Brooklyn and
Los Angeles Dodgers.
"When I knew they (opposing pitchers hit -our guys
on purpose, I had a rule - a 2for-1 rule - two of theirs went
down for every one of ours,"
Drysdale said in an intervie'
Drysdale, whose 209-166
, career mark—in 12 years
makes him the holder of the
Dodger record for both wins
and losses, made his biggest

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers irk* bey, not
received their heate-dolisered
The Murray Leers
Times ItakS:30 p.a. am*
Friday or by 310 p.m. at Sew

copy

days we raged to col 753-1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Mamie,-friday., or 3.30 p.m
is 4 p.m. Sear/dem to tonere
dolisiory of it. newspaper. Celt
mast ite pieced

by

p.m.

weebdoys a 4 p.m. Wortley@
to feerentoe delivery.

One
Steit

Staff Photo by Tony Wilson

mark on the baseball record
book with 582-3 consecutive
scoreless innings in 1968. He
retired the following year
when his right arm gave out.
Now a broadcaster for
California Angel games and
ABC's Monday night baseball,
the 42-year-old Drysdale's
remarks on pitchers throwing
at hitters were reported by the
Los Angeles Times.
Drysale also has said he
thinks the designated hitter
rule in the American League
has made many pitchers
bolder, not fearing retaliation.
"That's one reason I don't
like the DH rule," Drysdale
said. "The pitcher doesn't
ever have to come up. If they
had to come to the plate, they
wouldn't be as wild inside as
they are."
During the past season,
Drysdale told listeners on
Angel broadcasts that when
Angel hitters were the target
of enemy pitches,. most
pitchers didn't
California
retaliate. Drysdale said some Angel
batters, notably the late
Lyman Rostock, .had to take
matters in their own hands
and charge the mound.

fifth to ninth with 644 points,
while UCLA rose from 14th
place to No. 10 by defeating
Washington State 45031, The
Bruins received 610 points.
The Second ten consists of
Texas
A&M,
Houston,
Missouri, Arizona State, Pitt,
Louisiana State, --Navy,
Georgia, Purdue and Notre
Dame. '

Texas A&M and Pitt
_dropped out of the Top Ten.
The Texas Aggies were
trounced by Houston 33-0
while Pitt bowed to Notre
Dame 26-17. The Fighting
Irish, the defending national
champions, returnd to the Top
Twenty after a three-week
absence.

Cowboys Up String
To 5-0; Broncos Win
The Cowboys nipped the
Dolphins 7-0 in overtime, and
the Broncos whipped the
Steelers 12-6 in Murray Middle
intramural football action at
Ty Holland Stadium Monday.
Cowboys 7, Dolphins 0
Harry Weatherly scored on
a two-yard run and Mark
Boggess ran in for the extra
point as the Cowboys ran their
unbeaten streak to five
games.
The two teams battled to a
scoreless tie at the end of
segulation, and each squad
was given a first and goal
situation at the opponents' 10yard line.
The Cowboys scored, then
held the Dolphins in their
possession for the win.
The Cowboys seek an undefeated season Monday in

their final game against the
Broncos. The Steelers will
face the Dolphins.
Broncos 12, Steelers 6
Quarterback Wade Smith
accounted for both Bronco
touchdowns in the victory over
the Steelers.
' He connected with Mitch
Grogan for a 30-yard pass play
in the third quarter to tie the
score. The Steelers had taken
a 6-0 first-hall lead on a
fumble recovery and ensuing
40-yard run.
Smith rambled 30 yards for
the second- Bronco touchdown
and the winning score.
Bronco coach Tommy
Rushing
credited
fine ..defensive play from Randy"'
Payne, Robin Adams andrim
Burchfield; as well, Ng good
efforts from Charles Cella,
Grogan and
h on offense.
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Murrayon Jerry Caldwell (lower right) was a member of the third-place team in-the Music City
Pro Celebrity golf tournornent at the Richland Country Club in Nashville Oct. 7 8. Other members
of the team are, from left, Joe Toggert, Donnie Anderson, Glenn Snoddy and Pot Hollohon, The
fivesome, under a best-ball format; shot a 58-60, 26-under-par for the 36-hole event.

Connors Romps Past Dibley

This coming
Saturday!
This coming Saturday

Californisi, Michigan and
Texas A&M, last week's 2-5-6
teams, all lost, while
Arkansas and Penn State,
previously tied for third place,
didn't play.
The Sooners edged Kansas
17-16 and received 40 firstplace votes and 1,137 of a
possible 1,160 points from a
nationwide panel of 58 sports
writers and broadcasters.
Penn State received 11 firstplace votes and 11185 points to
Arkansas',seven and 1,072. If
Oklahoma and Penn State
remain unbeaten, they could
meet in the Orange Bowl,
while if Arkansas continues to
win, it would be committed to
the Cotton Bowl.
Southern Cal dropped it 20-7
decision to Arizona State -and
slipped from second place to
seventh, Alabama jumped
from seventh to fourth with
947 points by defeating Florida
23-12. while Nebraska climbed
from eighth to fifth with 875
points by walloping Kansas
State 48-14.
Maryland shot from 10th to
sixth with 815 points following
a 24-9 defeat of Syracuse. Next
came USC's Trojans with 792
points, followed by Texas. The,
Longhorns moved up from
12th„ to eighth with 661 points
after a come-from-behind
victory over North Texas
State.
Rounding out the Top Ten
were Michigan and UCLA.
Michigan lost to Michigan
State 24-15 and skidded from

celebration time for the other
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copie

differe
you a
and so do the prices of beef buy a side, front
quarter or hind quarter at Gibson Ham Co.

SYDNEY. Australia -- Australian final of the $50,000
Defending champion Jimmy South Pacific Tennis Classic
Brisbane's grass courts.
Connors crushed Australia's on
final was to have been
The
Colin Dibley 6-4, 6-1 in first
played Sunday, but WAS
round action in the $175,000
rain
by
out
washed
Augtralian Indoor Tennis
Threatening , skies prompted
- championship.
tournament organizers to
In other matches, Nick the
The match from five
redute
Saviano upset Tony Roche 74,
best-ofthree sets.
7-6; Tom Corman defeated sets to the
West Germany F-SSEN,
fellow American Eliot Teltscher 6-4, 6-4 and Pat Dupre of Sweden's Bjorn Borg downed
.fe11nRzstedgesht Rocf Ulmer of No11114+3,42.oirid Vitas Geruluitis over- ;
Menon of India 6-3, €74.
came Adrian()Paititta of Italy •
• .
. „
44;tat tweet up fbe ftnal
8-3,
BRISBANE, Australia
match for the $35,000 first e
Mark• Edmondson upset '
international tennis
secondseieded John Alexander prize in an
•
•••••••1111.•••!1•••••••••••
itut-t4-4e isritt-khe-wHs-

They handle only choice guaranteed tender
meat.

•

•

Why not celebrate MSU Homecoming with a
baked country ham from...
107 11,20 Street Murray,Ky:
Phone 753-1601

Copes from
low-cost 695
something el
rich black
completely 11
they look as
printed See
obligation C

AROC

Co.
Gibson Ham
,

k fof the s ecipi section—A•rridays edition of The
Mur ay Ledger 8 Tirnes.
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s Sutton A Savior?
•••••

Dodgers, At Home Now,Facing Series Elimination
By the Associated Press
LOS ANGELES — The New
York Yankees, unhealthy but
happy, send tender-armed
Catfish Hunter against Don

John of the Dodgers, the opposing managers announced
Monday.
Sutton, who said he pitched
well in losing Game 3 to

shoulder troubles and age Monday,according to Lemon.
have reduced his velocity.
Other _walking wounded who
"The key to pitching is to used Monday's off day for
change speeds and keep medical attention were
hitters off balance," Sutton _shortstopo Dant
y at a newt tifinz--*
Lqs Angeles Dodgers must baseman Grajg . Nettles' ference, also attended by second baseman Brian Doyle,
win to keep alive the 75th brilliant fielding, was upbeat Dodgers Manager Tom who has filled in admirably for
injured Willie Randolph.
World Series.
•
about accepting the mound Lasorda and Yankees skipper
Lemon indicated that first
After sweeping Games 3, 4 assignment.
Bob Lemon.
baseman Chris Chambliss
and ,in Yankee Stadium, the
"There's no gloomy attitude
"Hunter has made a (bad hand) probably would
defending champion Yankees on the club," seti the miraculous recovery from an
crossed, the continent .to try righthanded curveball ailing shoulder, receiving a not play tonight, whil Mickey
doslin their 22nd specialist. "No one is dressed novel manipulation treatment Rivers, the hobbling center
WiTfift "Championship by in black and nobody has made June 24, then rescuing the fielder, is expected-to start.'
It is a measure of the Yanks'
winning either Game 6 or the funeral arrangements comeback Yanks by going 10-3
depth . that they are winning
Game 7.
yet." .
for the rest of the regular this World Series witk,several
If there is a seventh game,
Sutton said the Yanks could season.
regulars in and out of the
25-game winner Ron Guidry of expect him to change speeds
Hunter's arm is not 100 per lineup.
the Yankees will oppose lef- and throw to spots; a style that
cent and he is just one of
Nettles' spectacular play
Lhanded sinkerballer Tanuny Hunter has used since
several Yanks who are hur- has magnified the Dodgers'
ting as the long season draws defensive problems. Los
to a close. Catcher,Thurman Angeles' infield had made
Munson, suffering from knee only the routine plays during
and shoulder ailments, had the first four games of the
treatments on an ailing ankle Series before collapsing

Awards To Be Given
At Monthly Stag Night

Winners of men's golf
events at the Murray Country
Club will beThonored Thursday
night at Ake regular monthly
men's stag night at the
clubhouse.
Presentations are scheduled
to be made to winners in the
various flights of the men's
medal and match play tournaments during the past
Mike Shipwash chases a Fulton City ball carrier in a junior-varsity football game Monday night-et
Roy Stewart Stadium. Shipwash intercepted two passes, but Canoway lost 12-6.
if

Staff Photo by Tony Wilson

Stewart
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their league.
By WILL GRIMSLEY
"So what happens?. Our
- AP Special Correspondent
LOS ANGELES — At this guys get the bad end of the
moment in the life of the New stick."
From basball's swaddling
York Yankees — a step away
from a second straight world days, umpires have perchampionship — it seems that formed under the control of
owner George Steinbrenner II their separate leagues, not the
would be in a happy and office of the commissioner,
and have clung zealously to
mellow mood.
- own
So he is. But don't mention their
particular
the word "umpires!' in his guidelines.
National League umpires,
presence. The explosion
probably would be heard all for instance, observe a lower
the way to the Golden Gate and smaller strike zone. Thus,
one of Ron Guidry's sinkers
Bridge.
"Our umpiring setup in the which is a definite strike in the
.World Series is ridiculous — AL is likely called a ball if an
absolutely ridiculous,".fumes NL man is making the calls.
It's very confusing, since
the intense, aggressive
Tampa, Fla., shipbuilder, who the AL and NL divide World
bahkrolls baseball's most Series chdes and rotate
assignments.
successful franchise.
AL plate umpires, who wear
"This is the World Series
between the two best teams in red jackets, look over the head
baseball. The games should be of the catchers, while the NL
officiated by the game's best umps, in basic blue, lean over
umpires. But no. Umpires are the left shoulder of the,cgtchosen on a rotation basis, chers. Most AL umps-, not all,
with no consideration for hold bulky padded chest
protectorsystile those,in the
ability.
"Half the guys out there are NL ;wear protective vests.
wearing red jackets, the Tboie in the field, especially
others blue. Some hold buit---at first and second, adopt
bulky chest protectors yytheir different positions, according
hands while others wear to their league.
.Steinbrenner said he was
protective vestAr'Under their
happy to learn that a comjackets.
"Theyo stand in different mittee had been set up to
pl s back of the plate and on study the umpire problem.
"My feeling is this: First,
e field. They observe different strike zones. Batters umpires, should be trained
have to adjust from day to centrally. They should operate
day, depending on whether a from a common pool. They
National League or an should operate under a single
American League umpire is set of guidelines regarding
equipment, strike zones and
behind the plate.
"Worse still, I think the
American League umpires
are intimidated by the
National League umpires. I've
seen it time and time again in
the Series. The AL guys lean
The Rowdies beat the Rama
over backwards not to show 7-0, the Flyers edged the
favoritism while the NL guys Cosmos 2-0 and the Kentucky
openly try to help the team in Kickers whipped the Marvels
5-2 in weekend action in
Murray Soccer Association
third- and fourth-grade boys'
play.

Rowdies, Rams,
Kickers Triumph

•

At last—
copies with a
difference
you can see

Copies from our new.
low-cost 695 Dry Copier are
something else They're
iich black Solids are
completely Idled Some say
they look as if theylve been
printed See for yourself, no
obligation Cali us
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Notional Harkey League
At A Glance
By The Associated Pres%
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
PATRICK DIVLSION
_V/ I. T Pts GF GA
4 13 10
1 0 2
Atlanta
4
2'?
N Y Ftangers
I. 0 I
8
7
3
I I 1
Philadelph*
9 12
I
N.Y Islanders 0 I 1
SIWYTHE DIVISION
9
5 '19
2 0 1
Vancouver
2 11 18
• 1 2 0
St Coeds
7
2
7
0 0 2
Chicago
0 117
0
Worked° — •
aALM OlainralliTICIL —
ADAMS oteasom
a
5 16
Roston .
I • I
4 15 13
Toronto
2 I 0
7
9
Buffalo
3
1
1 I
0 3 0
0' 4 10
Minnesota
NORRLS DiV LSI('IN
6
6 13
3 0 0
Montreal
3 10 11
I
1
1
Washington
6
8
2
1 1 0
Ion Angeles
8 10
2
1 2 0
Del mit
0 15
1
.. 0 2 1
Pittsburgh
Meadey's Games
No garnet scheduled
Teeedays Gomel
aentreal it New York Islanders
Colorado * Atlanta
•
eolt
aetheesday's Gomm
Detroit at New York Rangers
•
New York helanden at Pltiatuergh
-'41211argaat ViradelsOga
•
Rottalo at Toronto
•
Vonrouver at Minnessea
Roston at LOA Angeles

positioning in the field. They
should be paid well and
removed from the monastic
life they are forced to live.
"And only the best ones
should be chosen for the World
Series."

season.
The stag night will begin at6
p.m. and will feature steak
and trimmings prior to the
award presentations.
Chairman of Thursday's
stag night in Bob Billingtion.
He will be assisted by committee
members
Ted
Billington, Raz Villanova and
James Boone.

Little-Know Isao Aoki
Wins World Match Play
WATER,
. VIRGINIA
England — Japan's Isao Aoki
defeated Simon Ctivenof New
Zealand 3 and 2 to win the 15th
World Keck. Play Championship On the 6,969-yard,
par-73 Wentworth course.
Owen led 3-up after the
opening four holes as Aoki
btigeyed two holes. Owen's
putting, sound in earlier
rounds, let him 4own badly
after that. Aoki tied the match

wrinkle which is being used in
this Series. Reggie Jackson,
with a .444 batting average,
six runs batted in and his mere
presence in clutch situations,
has given the Yanks a major
advantage over the Dodgers,
who have gotten three hits and
one RBI from their designated
hitters, Lee Lacy and Rick
Monday.
Wend Series At A Glean
I The Aseaclated Press
inestoet-Seveal
Way's Game
No game scheduler:II
Tamelay's Game
New York 'Hunter 12-6' at Los Angeles
'Sutton 15-11i, (n). New York leads series
3-2
Wednesdey's Game
New York at Los Angeles, ni, tt
necessary

Tops In-AAA-Again; Meade Stumbles
By the Associated Press
LEXINC4ON, Ky. —
Newport Catholic, which lost
the Class AAA top ranking last
week, finds itself back on top
this week in The Associated
Press' state high school
football poll.

Newport Catholic,6-1, rolled
at the 13th hole, and Wished past Covington Catholic 40-19
the morning round with an to reclaim the No. 1 ranking
-from Meade County, 7-1,
eagle and a birdie tO go 2-iip.
which stumbled 18-7 to Ft.
In the afternoon round,
Knox and slipped to second in
Owen three-putted the first
balloting by a panel of sporhole: then missed a ninetswriters and broadcasters.
footer,and had four bogeys as
But that was merely the
Aoki increased his lead to 5- first
shift in the AAA ratings.
up. But Owen cut the deficit to
Danville, third-ranked last
3-up at the 16th hole.
week,saw its record slip to 6-3
Aoki earned $60,000 for his with a 23-0 loss to Woodford
win while Owen got $36,000.
County and dropped out of the
ratings.
Danville
was
replaced by Breathitt County,
previously unranked despite a
9-0 record. Breathitt County
belted M.C. Napier 48-0.
Russell, 6-2, edged Boyd
.County 21-14 and moved from
fifth to fourth, replacing Fort
Thomas Highlands, which fell
one notch despite a 21-7 victory over Dixie Heights.
Louisville Trinity continued
.to dominate the Jefferson
County AAAA ratings, which
were unchanged. Trinity,.7-1,
rolled over Eastern 28-7.
Second-ranked St. Xavier, 7-1,
slipped past Iroquois . 20-14;
No. 3 Bishop David, 7-1,
outlasted Durrett 21-14, and

No. 5 Butler clobbered Doss
25-7.
Lexington!alayette scored
a 15-0 .shutout of Oldham
County and gained the No. 5
slot in State AAAA as the top
four teams held their
positions. Lafayette, 5-2,
replaced Henderson County,62, which dropped out with a 3414 loss to Evansville, Ind.,
Central.
Top-ranked Greenup
County, 7-0-1, edged Barboursville, W.Va., 7-6; No. 2
Lexington Henry Clay, 8-0,defeated archrival Tates
Creek 12-7; thirdranked
Bowling Green, 6-1, got by
Franklin-Simpson 12-7, and
No. 4 Christian County, 7-1,
shut out Paducah Tilghman
13-0.
Top-ranked Mayfield, 9-0,
rolled past Trigg County 35-10
to remaln atop the AA ratings,
which were unchanged. In a
battle of ranked teams, No. 2
Corbin, 8-0, won a 6-3 squeaker
over No. 5 Somerset, .5-3.
Thirdranked Heath, 7-0,
blasted Crittenden County 5314 and No. 4 Glasgow, 74,
downed BarrehCounty 35-12.
In a game between ranked
Class A teams, top-ranked
Paintsville routed Raceland
45-0, dropping the losers out of
the rankings after a week at
No. 4. '
Second-ranked Hancock
County,7-1, downed Berea 28-6
and held its ground, but

ited States, Canada
Still Unbeaten In Softball

The Farmington High School varsity cheerleaders (above) are, front from left,,Sondy Pigg, Jennifer Riley, Tammy Hengy. Back row are Jean Ann Wilferd, Rita Satterwhite, Judy Carol Smith
or d Sabrina Wilferd. Members of the junior varsity squad (below) are, bottom, Kris Huie; second
row, Penny Camp, Kim Farmer, Bertha Neely; third row, clana Wilford; top, Cindy He,ogy. The
squads are sponsored by Mrs. John Galloway and Mrs. Jerry Gra( thorn.

Sunday in the Yanks'12-2 rout.
Another area in which the
Dodgers have come out a poor
second is the designated hitter

Beechwood, 5-2 and No. 3 last
„week, dropped out after a 14-7
loss to Dayton. Richmond
Madison, 5-3, posted its third .
straight victory with a 11-0
whitewashing of Frankfort
and vaulted from No.5 to No. 3
as two new teams rounded out
the top five. Fulton City, 7-0,
defeated Dresden, Tenn.,33-14
and gained the No. 4 slot,
followed by. Tompkinsville, 71, a 454 winner over Clinton
County.
LEXINGTON, KY. (AP — Here are
the top five ranked teams in each class
of Xenia* high atm' football
with
records, tint-place votes in parentheses
and total points.
Jefferson Ce. AAAA
7-1
94
1.Tnnity (7)
•
86
2.St. Xavier 3)
7-1
7-1
50
3.I3isbop David
38
4.Ballard
7-1
32
5•Butler
7-1
Slate AAAA
741 176
I.Greenup Co '12)
6.0
162
2Henry nay (7)
3.BowlIng Green
6-1
04
7-1
4.ChrisUan Co.
&Lafayette
5-2
State AAA
6-1
It&
1.Newport Cath (15)
7-1
114
2.Meade Co.
3 Breathltt"Co (4)
9-0
90
4.Rossell
6-2
96
5.Highlands
5-2
12
• State AA
7-0
186
1.1Maytteld (15)
8-0
156
1.Corbin 1 5 1
7-0
114
3.Heath
7-1
66
4.GJaagow
5-3
24
5.Somerset
Slate A
60
178
1. Patntsvilie '161
7-1
144
2.Hancock Co (2)
5-3
3. Richmond MaeheaC
86
7-0
64
4.Euhon City "2
7-1
5 Tompkineville
90

FOR
RENT
Service
Station
Best Location
In Hazel
Newly Painted
Extra Law Bldg. Si

SAN SALVADOR, El
Salvador (AP) - The - United
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP.) —
LAC Texaco
States and Canada kept their The new manager of the
undefeated status in the fourth Columbus Clippers next
753-2321
World Women's Softball season will be Gene Michael.
Championship here.
The Americans downed
Belize 6-1 Monday, while
Canada pounded Zambia 39-0.
The week-long tournament,
in which 14 teams participate,
is divided into two groups,
with the best four teams of
each group, after a roundrobin elimination, going into
the semifinals.
Solid Potential
The United States and
Call
Texaco Plant
Canada lead their respective 753-2321
groups with 4-0 records.

Texaco Service Station
For Lease-Oct. 1
15th and Main
Established Location

_
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Election.Of.Pope Strengthens
Relations Of Church,Poland

Trussell Is Hired
As Director Of
Comprehend Board

Paul Trussell Jr., a social
worker at the yadticahL
By ROBERT H. REID
church
McCracken County Mental
liteelection and the fact that he
Associated Press Wrtter
"Exactly what happens now
Health Center, has been hired
ReTatiOns-6etween -the has chosen the name of John
WARSAW, Poland )API - is subject to a lot of
as the executive director of
rulingi'Conununist Party and Paul II, thus binding his
The surprising election as speculation," one. observer
the Comprehend Inc. Mental
the powerful Polish Catholic pontificate to those of
Plealth-MPritaiffitt
pritieres
SOrt:''
.Wojtyla, Poland's No. 2
• reginia----He has the number of changes since the
Board in Maysydernietilir
In dealing with Communists
Roman Catholic, injects a new
reputation of being rather Communists took over after both
A native of Memphis,
in his native Poland and
element into relations bet- uncompromising in his stand World War II.
Trussell graduated from
elsewhere, the new Pope has
ween his country's Com- for things like access to the
Paducah Tilghman High
Improvement in.. Belations one. strong attribute, solid
munist government and the mass media, construction of, has been follmed by periods
Schoolin
1964. He received his
working-class
credentials-.
church that , claims the new chtIrches and thescatalog of- tension. After party4boss
B.S. degree in social work
Although now known as one of
allegiance of 80 to 90 percent of things the churuh wants Edward Gierek's Meeting
from Bethel . College in
Poland's leading intellectuals
ef the 35 million Polish peopie.. from the state."
McKenzie, Tenri., and his
with the late Pope Paul Vi in and B cullured expert on art
Western observers in the
Only last month, Cardinal 177, relations seemed to be
master of science in social
and poetry, before the war he
Polish capital say Wojtyla, the Wojtyla joined-Poland's other warming.
work from the University of
worked in a chemical factory'.
REFtECTS - G. 0, Bobbin, McKenzie, Tenness
58-year-old archbishop of Catholio bishops in an open
Tennessee at Nashville.
ee pauses to reflect on The
But some priests say
Despite his tough stand in
Nomeplace-1850 during the grand opening
Krakow, was unpopular with letter to the 'government privately the struggle has just
Trussell joined the staff of
of the reconstructed farm in TVA's land
dealing with the.government,
Between The Lakes recently. More than 2100 people
the regime. because of his demanding an end to cen- become quieter, with both
the
Western
Kentucky
attended the official opening.
the new pope has the
tough sulnd in bargaining for sorship, religious programs on sides seeking peace in public
Regional Mental Healthreputation of being a simple,
-greater religious freedom.
the government radio and while competing for the smiling
Mental Retardation Board
man, much like Pope
His elevation as the first television networks and im- • allegiance of the people,
Inc. in July 1973. In August of
John Paul I. And-Protestain
non-Italian pope in 455 years is pleEientation Of. the regime's. especially the young.
that year, he was named
sources say he was arnortg the
bound to embolden the Polish promises to improve religious
_Moving outside the purely most ecumenically minded
coordinator of the Marshall
of
religious sphere, Cardinal Poland's leading
County Mental Health Center
Catholics.
Crossword Puzzler
Wyszynski has criticized the
in Benton. In January cif 1974,
Cardinal Wojtyla planned to
Answer to. Monday's Puzzle
government for its economic meet Billy Graham
the Livingston County Mental
during the
ACROSS
3 Combed
policies snd the periodic food Atnerican evangelist's
Health
Center at Smithland
recent
1 Intertwine
4 Go in _
110 P S C1081.1
and housing shortages that crusade in Poland. The
was added to his responChapeau
•
death
E
5 Scuttle
have resulted. _
•
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. 44P.),
-sibilties. In Aiigust of 1975,
8 Motrtyr of
A, Pawl nntire
otfWe John Paul_1_
matntarmng
- Vov7mg to push for new
church-officials conclave to elect his successo " -1-Apollo
was transferred back
7 Man's nickoften has pushed his authority supply of low-cost electricity
r
12 Wolfhound
who have extensive contacts prevented the meeting.
economic growth, Chicago
name
to the limit in the five months as a tool of economic growth. to the Paducah-McCracken
13 Poem throughout Eastern Europe
8 Sour fruits
railroad executive Richard M.
County Mental Health Center
he has been the agency's sole
"The TVA region, while
14 Metal
9 Wears away
say the Poles enjoy greater
Freeman became the 17th
as
an outpatient mental health
director.
MUSICAL HUNT
much ahead of its position in
15 Scooted
.10. Carry
religious freedom than any
Tennessee Valley Authority
counselor.
The
17 Lower
NEW YORK AP)- A new
chairman's efforts to
1933, still lags behind the rest
11 Units
other people in _the Soviet
director in the agency's 45In addition to his work at the
19 Factions
sign a cease-fire with the
16 Actual being.
stage musical worthy of a
of the nation in economic
Bloc,
year
history.
Paducah
center, Trussell has
20 Ancient Per-. 18 Arab chief
Environ
fullscale
mental Protection
wellbeing," he said. _
New
York
sianS
News of the papal election
Freeman, 57,
taught courses at Paducah
22- Allen
joinedAgency over pollution from
showcas
ing
TVA
being
is
area
sought
must
in
have
abundan
t Communi
21 Gaelic
23 Marry again
,took the __lover ninent_ity,
T
ty College; conTVA power plants and begin
colleges, drama schools and Chakr.man_ S. David Freeman
energy produced in a way
-23
-24-Nod
AE
surprise, lust as it did the rest
EH•
on the three-member TVA
ducted numerous workshops
work
on
a
amateur
..
theatric
dump
which
al
does
groups
for
24 Evil
not
by
improperly
storing
25 Bother
of the world. The government
board Monday. The two men
and seminars throughout the
3-7 Clan
Wary
26 Chemical
the American Academy and
foul the environment and at a
27-Wadnetwork
televisio
nuclear
are
n
fuel
not
opened
Paducah area; and guested on
related.
its
wastes
46
Drive
Insects
38
have been
compound
29 Time gone
Institute of Arts and Letters.
cost which does not stifle
newscast
delayed
first
47 Slave
40 Mountain
of
The
the
evening
WKYX Radio several times as
because
board
has
28 Weaken
there
been
without
was
no
by
The project has been set up
economic development and
nymph
49 Beverage
with a brief announcement
board quorum.
31 Hypothetical
a quorumr since the May 18
a mental health professional
Fondle
under
30
overbur
31-million
a
gift
den
made
the region's
42 Got up
50 Deposit
force
and a photograph of the new
Also placed on the back
retirement of former chairdealing with marriage and
35 Click beetle
last spring by Composer
people."
4.3 Thick slice
53 Japanese
32 In what manpope.
burner
The
man
officialAubrey
family problems.
during
IleWS
Wagner
the
and the
summer
36 Performs
44 Brazilian -esRichard Rodgers. The rules
measure
TVA is a multi-resource
ner?
agency, PAP, reported the
were proposed changes in the May 5 resignation of director
Trussell 'is an active.
Eariti god-- ._
stipolt‘a that any show which
agency and - governmentelection in a four-line dispatch
structure of TVA's electric
William Jenkins.
1 7 3 4
member 'of. the National
• illII
34 7
dess
has
owned
not
had
professi
utility generating
a
onal
from Rome.
rates, .including doing away
The new director said TVA
Association of Social Workers_
34 Sorrow
production may be submitted.
electricity for Tennessee and
14
13
un the late news, the
with the monthly fuel ad36 Appothr"' 12UU
has yet to complete "the job of
and received his acceptance
parts
After
of Georgia, Alabama,
a choice has been
ments
13
17 111
16
television network showed
into the Academy of Certified
encouraging economic justment charges, and new
Mississippi, Kentucky, North
made by: an Academy
•uii Pope John Paul
38 Vessel
recreati
II
on
on
develop
the
Social Workers in December
ment
initiativ
in
harmony
es.
with
1
Carolina
Institute
committee, some
39 Diving bird
and Virginia.
balcony of St. Peter's Basilica
And, there is still the knotty .,
nature."
of 1976.
41 Expensive
non-profit institution - such
21
72
giving
his
problem
first
papal
blessing.
of
Richard
where
Freema
to
n,
go
Who
43 Extra
next.
Many Poles crowded around as the New York Shakespeare resigned Friday as a vice
with the Tellico and Columbia
24 23
SI
21 29 30
45 Explore
27
TV sets in hotels, offices and Festival, Hudson Guild or president of the Chicago -and
48 Newest
.1)
1.-LEGAL NOTICE
32 .
33
•
2. NOTICE
dams, both now trapped in the
50 Mine excanight spots, wept and made Manhattan Theater Club - Northwestern Railroad hours
SALE
OF
BOAT.
Pursuant
to
will
receive
between
$50,000
vations
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21,
recesses of bureaucracy and
36
33
34
37
34
the sign of the cross.
after his confirmation by the
K.R.S. 376.280 the following
1978 7:30 pm. Open Air
and $70,000 to _produce the
51 Region
conflicting legislation.
boat will be sold at public
"The
conclave
chose
a
Pole,
'Senate,
Gospel
is
Meeting, Murray
expected
by
41
39
upper
•42
40
52 Bertore
auction:
property
.
All
rights
remain
David Freeman said he has
Calloway County Park Field
a man who in his biography
echelon officials within TVA to
Cargile,
70'
54 Observed
Registrat
ion
No.
7 %Gospel singing and
with the authors.
43 44
diS III
46 ifil
no doubt the new director will
has
KY43080.
everything,':
bring a businessman's apsaid
preaching by Bro. Richard
Material for the first annual
Time: October 28, 1978, 11:00
want
to
add
to
or
alter
some
of
govern
Holt,
ment
56 River island
asst. by Bro. Carl
spokes
50
man
proach to the agency's board.
A.M.
Kelleher.
the initiatives he has begun.
57.0thenhise
.Wlodzimierz Janiurek in an award must be submitted by
Place:
"We've
Harbor
got
one
Hill
Marine,
think-ta
nk
32 33
IIIIIII
ill
Dec. 1 to the organization's
DOWN
An indication of what is to
official statement.
Rt. 3, Murray, KY.
man, what we need now is a
34555
• We now have the
'1 Young:toys -.
Terms: Cash on date of sale.
"He went through the hell-of headquarters. 633 W.155th St., businessman,"
come may be seen Thursday
said
one
Purchaser
ofshall
Love
Studio negatives.
2 Turkish faiiibe
New
York
N.Y.
10032.
The ficial.
war. This is why we greeted
responsible for removal of
"What we need are two, when the-two Freemans hold
t... United Feature Syndicate. ne
-ment
If you -had pictures
property
with particular attentiontis winner will be announced next make
from
premise
the
first
TVA
s
board meeting
it three,strong directors
made at Love's during
. within 10 days of sale.
May.
since Wagner's retirement:
who will fight for what they
Boat may be inspected
the past 25 years, we
PEANUTS
Richard Freeman didn't
during regular business
believe in rather than jumping •
can .supply you' with
"fioiir's or by appointment.
address
any
particul
ar
issues
from one side to another.," _
_IF_AWONE.
reprints.
Phone: 502-4742228.
CARTER
David Freeman, also an at his swearing-in ceremony
.roeiET 4OVR RANK0'.{. NOTICE
I-tE CAN...HE'S 601N6
Monday but he said he is
PHOTOGRAPHIC
ATTENTION .MURRAY
BACK FROM E-u(20Re;k . TOWN NER OVER AT
MIDDLE
School
Band
STUDIO
THE 2t5C0
Parents

TVA's Director Vows To

Push For Economic-Growth
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McClure To Take Leave Until
Legal Problems Are Resolved
I'M

JUST

WAITING

;-.OR

THE

BUS

10-j", I. ft

AWL/ BAILEY
TI-TE
GENERAL
)5
1701N6)

WHAT?!

'PRAYING TO
-LIVE 70 BE
OVER A
PRE

(:).t1

BIONDI(
TOWN', NE STEPPED
ON MY
'FINGERS

MR MART
.„ WITH KNIFE
AND GUN Z

HE KEEPS 11LKING ...SPOUT
A MASKED MAN.., I
DIDN'T SEE ANY
MASKED MAN,

'ft,cot
R

0MaGeOMI
411 vsrERAoti5

eTRINGER.

- By HERBERT SPARROW . Monday.
McClure and Young are to
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- be arrainged Friday in
Former state Finance and Franklin Circuit Court. Trial
Administration Secretary is not expected to begin before
January.
Russell McClure will be on
Carroll directed Hall to
leave of absence without pay
from the staff of Gov. Julian assess McClure's situation
Carroll until his legal following the indictment and
to take whatever action he
problems are resolved. Jack Hall, Carroll's chief deemed appropriate.
Hall
said
McClure
executive officer, announced
the action Monday. McClure, suggested the leave without
pay in a letter dated Oct. 13.
• under indictment by the
McClure, who has been
Franklin County grand jury,
had requested the action. He unavailable for comment
said he felt he would be vin- since the indictment, said in
dicated but that the in- the letter that "I believe the
current eircitincianc,e's will
dictment would hinder his
cause me to be unable to,
work.
devote my full time and atThe leave will begin after
tention to the duties of my
McClure has taken earned
present position.
leave time off, which Hall said
"I want to officially request
was being calculated.
that I be permitted to exhaust
McClure was indicted Oct,
the accumulated leave and
10 on charges of violating state
compensatory time to which I
law requiring bids on the
am entitled,after which time I
disposal of surplus State
request that I be placed on
property.
leave without pay Pending
The indictments involve the
resolution of the matter at
disposal of two motor vehicles
hand.
which ended up with members
"I fully expect to be vinof the family of former state
dicated, and when that is
Democratic Party Chairman
done, I trust I will be afforded
Howard "Sonny" Hunt.
any 'accrued back pay, as I
Hall said McClure had no:
understand has been the
been at work since Oct. 11 and
practice and standard past
his compensatory time and
procedure," McClure said.
earned vacation would begin
Hall said McClure wonld be
on that date. The unpaid leave
eligible for back pay if found
will continue until the charges
innocent.
against McClure are resolved.
McClure
has advised
Melvin Young, a former
Carroll on special urban area
Finance Department official
projects since he resigned as
who was indicted along with
Finance and Administration
McClure, remains on the...
cretary in July.
payroll of the Labor Department, where he is now fiscal
- HORSE TROOPER
and personnel director.
CLEVELAND (AP)
-Eqpt't y
Labor
Commissioner George Wagoner Juanita Black, 32, has become
said no decision has been the first woman to be assigned
made on the future status of to the Cleveland poliCe
Mounted unit in its 79-year
Young. Labor Departmlpt Aigtery,
gent-T.-al ,connseI-XerflitctlrMrs. Black, a rider since she
'Hollis was studying Young's •
was a chid, said she always
situation, but both Hollis and
wanted to be in the horse
Labor Commissioner Jes troops.
Yocom were out of the Orrice
She 111 a mother of two.
.
.
f
r-..

TheMurray Band
753-8298
Booster in cooperation with
Carter Photographic Studio
We copy and restore old
is offering special individual
photographs
band pictures. These pictures will tie of individual
band members with their
REFLECTION STYLING it
instruments. The MMS Band
now open every day except
willl be made Oct. 23, 24, 25,
Wednesday in our new
26 from 4 pm until 9 pm at
locaton on 641 North Give us
Carter Studio, 800 Otive St.
a call at 753-6435
Sign-up sheets will be at the
school 4he week prior.
Generally a specific night
will be designated for each
section. A letter explanning
the pictures is available. If
you have not received one or
Western Ky. Pools
woulld like additional information please call Carter
Studio, 753-8298 MHS Band
pictures will be made Oct. 30,
Paducah, Ky.
31 and Nov. 1 and 2.
FOR WATK INS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S. 'WHAT WE do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333.
13th., phone 753-3128.
YOUR NEED is our concern
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
NEEDLINE. 753.633
help you. Call Bible Facts,
759-4600.
.

Swimming
Pools

2. NOTICE

Rani

Cu.
CON
SOY

.F0
S. LOST 1
1.0ST: MINI
se, near
small reward
LOS-T: MALE
one blue eye.
Totally deal
wearing red
8363.
6.HELP WA6
BABYSITTEI
Week day at
transports
reterences.ret
9620, after 5 pi
DISH WASHE
Apply at Ht.

EX.PERIENC
and mat cutti
I me. Please
experience ar
P O. Box 32
42071.
NEED BABY
:rear old. 10
pm-9 pm evo
Phone: 753-7M
9. SITUATIO6
CAPPENTER
time jobs. H
759-1145.
to. BUS.OPP(
A BUSINESS
Hazel Lumbe
with all stock
equipment.
TUCKER RI
Maple,753-434
ABOVE
ABILITY. T
year olds, c
Navy will hire
.
-097-460 per
tronics, a viat
mechanical
provide traini
board. Call Fl
6439.
EXTRA HOU
S500. per 100(
velopes with
For informatii
Enterprises,
Rd,MicIdletov
EARN MONE
orders for coi
Call Lisa Co. f
on toll free 800.
12T)NSURANC

HOMEOWNERS
23N: DISCOU
QUALITY SEE W
FOR MORE II
WILSON INSU
REAL ESTATE .
753-3263.

14. WANT TO B
GOOD USED
436-5485.
USED SCAFF1
pipe threader,
thread up to 3 ir
753-5929.
15. ARTICLES
ANTIQUE UPf
needs work,
offer. Call 436-2
ARRIVING_ C
received a
refrigerators
freezers. Colo
white tvs. A
Tractor, 4th al
759 4895.

442-9747

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
is A Speoalty Al
Starks Hardware

/
I - CARTER ,
PHOTOGRAP1119
STUDIO
•Weddings
'Portraits

753-8298
A

12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

CONMUNITI
• -.Under the
Council, wi
munity De
DUTIES INC
General si
operations
citizen pal
systems foi
MUUMUU
B.S. Deg!
ministrati
menagerie
and familit
SALARY:
Comm en
• Hazel is an

ATTENTION: m
VILIMIONE: M
Ami
=
Rip
oL
io
ctok

Now taking applications for all
positions. Personal interviews
only.

Help Wanted
Night Shift

Waitresses, part tirlie or full
time. Apply in person at. '

..Jorry.s
Restaurant
,

WESTER
New 3 BR
1v2 baths,
pump. Has
Convenien
modest pri(

Gor Spoon 7
T.C. Collie 7

,

_
•
On•

-

Is Hired
tor Of
end Board
11 Jr., a social
the _Paducah:
County Mental
r, has been hired
tive director of

pAGE 11

4-- ••

mi., and his
ience in social
University of
ashville.
ed the staff of
en
Kentucky
ental Healthrdation Board
73. In August of
e was named
f the Marshall
I Health Center
anuary ot 1974,
County Mental
SmithIand
o his respon.
,
unist of 1975
ansferred back
cah-McCracken
Health Center
t mental health

IS ARTICLES FOR SALE'

2 NOTICE

Fuecr7--reEE-4-Met..-ttM- -"MK*, -1401-Nt y
Service in Paducah call 1.
trippie wall pipe 6"X 30S17.88. Instulation kit $26.95. 443-6469 In Murray call Tony
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. Montgomery 753-6760.
CORRELLE
Expressions, 18. SEWING MACHINES
all patterns, 20 piece sets, FOR SALE Used Sinper
899.99
Wallin Hardware, sewing machine, Zig Zag, all
regular attachments. SewsParis, TN.
•
•
CHAIN SAW chains, is inch perfect, fully garented Full
cash price, $39.50. Payments
pitch for 16 inch bar,
20 inch,- $11.99 and 24 inch, can be arranged, call Martha
$14.S.S. Wallin Hardware, Hopper- 1-364-6521 or. Write
RI 5 Benton, K y.
Paris, TN.

Randy Lee
CUSTOM
COMBINING
SOYBEANS
- -474-2384

mat

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
CITY OF HAZEL

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR:

r concern.

33

ft

ng
At
ware

tar '

"Under the supervision of the Mayor and the City
Council, will be responsible for carrying out a Cornmunitv Development Block Grant Program.

DUTIES INCLUDE:
General supervision, handle accounts, coordinate
operations, public relations with other agencies.
citizen participation functions, prepare reporting
_vstems for local officials and HUD.

REQUIREMENTS:

Commensurate with education and experience.
• Hazel Is an'equal'opportunity employer.
SEND RESUME TO:

CITY OF NM

QUALITY
527-I468 • 7539105
••

•

UNIQUE Otir-t-4.EVEL
for easy 'relaxed
Irving! Master bedroom with
sitting room and bath
with fireplace, plus All
the necessities, located on
'large country lot perfect for
your famity to enjoy. Cap
.,m135LORETTA, --"REALTORS at 753-1492.

area,

den

ass o
iw

Mr= "
BOYD-MAJOliS
.REAL ESTATE
• 753-8089
Professional Services
With The Vrsendly Touch"
C) 1978

United Filature Cynclicahe Inc

ir7/7
IN A CORNER? Why

"SORRY, MADAM, BUT A FUR COAT -Not Or Orr In this
3 bedrrn. B.V. home.
WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED FOR AN
&
All
appliances
1NSULATION TAX CREDIT."
included.
drapes
I.are

43. REAL ESTATE

'PETS-SUPPLIES.

EXTRA NIC.t,.twO bedroom
AKC
ADORABLE
Cocker two bath mobile home, with
REGISTERED
Spaniel puppies, $70. Call 753- 24 x 24 foot Wilt on den, wood
°943 after 5 pm Mon. through burning fireplace- equipted
Fri. After 9 am,Sat. and Sun. with heatolater. Located in
close to
PEKI-P00 secluded subdivision
FEMALE
lake. 524,000. DONALD R
puppies, SAO. Call 435-4294.
TUCKER REALTOR/ 502
INTRODUCTORY OFFER. Maple, 753-4342.
$9 for grooming all breeds of
medium and small dogs
October 16 through October
30 at Sudsbury Park. We
groom with Tender Loving Insurance & Heal Estate
Care. By appointment only.
Southside Court Squo,e
Call 75-4140, 9 to 5. Monday
through Friday.
MINIATURE Schnauzer,
753-4451
AKC, 4 months old male will
be small 150. Call 435-4481.
TWO AKC REGISTERED
ACRES in
Cockel Spaniel pups, 3 5 BEAUTIFUL
Providence. Pr-tvate
months otd, one'mate, blond, New
property which
Cockel Spaniel, 6 months, drive to
mobile home and
one female, 2 years old, due includes
which needs
in two weeks, party color. older home
repairs-. Buy this and have
489-2592.
you have
showplace
that
43. REAL ESTATE
always. wentect Listed at
NELSON
A BEAUTIFUL home with 515,750." THE
2,500 square feet of living SHROAT CO., REALTORS.,
doors,
area. Antique walnut
759-1707.
staircases and much _ much COUNTRY HOME. Extra
more thru out, 4 bedrooms, 2 large 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
baths, central heat and air, on large lot, attached
system. garage, fireplace, central
centrat- vacumn
Located in Hazel. This fine heat and air and many nice
home must be seen to be features. Priced in mid 40'5.
appreciated. DONALD R Located only minutes from
TUCKER REALTOR, 502 city limits on Locust Grove
Maple. 753-4342.
Priced
Road.
Church
A BEAUTIFUL brick, 3 reduced. Phone KOPPERUD
for
2 bath,home with REALTY, 753-1222
/
bedroom, 11
carports for 3 cars, central details.
heal and air. Located c115se to
Central Shopping area,
setting on grofessionaly',
Matey Auction A
landscapted lot. DONALD R
TUCKER REALTOR, 502
CO1 11991111 HMO
Maple-753-4342.
Au(tioneer tt natterARE YOU LOOKING for a
prav-er
house in the county but are
Ph .9611/9-2986 479-3713
on a tight . budget? Take a
South Fulton Tenn.
look at this two bedroom, one
bath- house-M-Xiresey, II also
has a liviing room, _nice FOR SALE BY OWNER.
kitchen and eating area. New England salt Box, A BR,
There is a large garage with 2 baths, rustic kitchen
work area and for the fixer
cabinets with . microwave,
upers a large unfurnished disposal and pantry. Breakupstairs that could easily be fast area. Large great room
made into a third bedroom. with wood burning fireplace.
Priced at S15,500. Phone Solid oak floors and stairKOPPERUD REALTY, 753- way. Decorated throughout
1222 for all the information,
extra
wallpaper,
with
storage 2 .car garage and
wood shed. Located on 150 X
lot on Hermitage Pl.
10
appointment only Call 7530110.

-ii Thurman
Purdon

Murray, Kentucky

Realty Sales

minim
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

1

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

rm., study
and/or game rm.
Within walking distance of the University.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate,105 N. 12th.

RARE FIND FOUND - Ideal
for restaurant or Music bar-a,- its an antique general store
that's loaded with character.., wide stairway._ with
balcony and railing. Call'
JOBS
LORETTA
REALTORS at 753-1.192.

- MhddrIMPROOhy
"In Business
Since 1956'
.
753-5646"
SEARCH AND SEIZE Search thru this business for
the many advantages it could
afford you and seize the
opportunity to make it your
own today'. business plus
fixtures and merchandise..
Do yourself a favor - go look.
JOBS
LORETTA
Call
REAL-TORS at 753-1492.

ATTENTION- Mayor Joe Thompson
412-$171 50V492-$424
TELEMONE:
Reply by October 25.

"Pro(essional Services
UNFURNISHED DUPLEX
"i
SO? Maple
With Thc Friendly Touch"
Apartment now available.
BOYD-MAJORSs
"
1.6
4342
253
Living
1631 Farmer Ave.
Acres,
mostly
REAL. ESTATE
room, dinette, -kitchen
One of the best LAKE
wooded
on
Highway
bedroom, bath, 2 storage
7518080_
FRONT LOTS on the
a1364 near' Jonathan
rooms, private driveway and
lake, located in the
carport. _Reference and
Creek. An investment
Profe.ssiona Sen it es
deposit required. Call 492Cypress Creek area,
With The Friendly Touchopportunity at just
8174.
conveniently located
$14,000.
For
HEI.P!!! We would
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
additional
close to two year
information call Boyd2 BR HOUSE at 1614
like to help* you sell
marinas.
round
Calloway Ave. Call 492.8225.
Majors Real Estate at
your home. Selling
HOUSE FOR RENT, N. 12th.
Weekends /1. Eveninsis Coll
753-8080.
Boyd
Majors
estate amounts to
real
Newly--- decorated.
St..
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Real Estate, 105 N.
consider
Married
a service and we and
Noll
Bud
41165
753
pets,
child, no
Small
12th.
our cliehts 101 that
Mary Beth Smith 7S3 3387
references. Call 435-4138.
753 1513
service. is the
Brandon
Morel
our
LEASE
OR
RENT
36.
in NeYs
SALE
-OF
ACRES
60
Et:e
,
Twit
757-197/
offer
•• We
finest.
OFF ICE SPACE for rent, 505 Providence community. Just
'Main St. Call 759-1429.
capable, friendly, and
listed this farm which is all
fenced and cross fenced with GOOD STARTER EconomIC
above all, efficient,
comfortable home
approximately 7 acres of and
professional and exuniversity
the
near
located
wooded rand, 15 acres of good
in
service.
perienced
bottom land and the rest in this home has fireplace
nicely
pasture. Also on lovely living room and ,s
Call Boyd-Majors for
with
throughout
hillside is well and septic decorated
20e So Ft
wall
with
Action
Fast
system ready for hookup attractive paneling and
Majors
With traitor or new home. All to wall carpeting. This price
Boyd
results!
the
this at a realistic price.Low is right for a fast sale in
Real Estate, 105 N.
'or all the
30s Phone KOPPERUD teens. Phone today
KOPPERUD
information.
12th.
REALTY,753-1222.
1222.
40 ACRES FOR sale, 30 acres REALTY,753
SPACIDUS Ss ACRE corner
with
14
hwy
barn
tendable
between
tobacco
trailer
lot for
and allotment, 2 miles west
east' and 280 near East
of Crossland on Stateline
Elementry School, Wooded
Call
lot.
Rd.,$25,000. Call 753-5532.
area bri west side of
209 Walnut Street
753 7405 after 5
ACREAGE, FOR RENT.
21eprox4mately 30 acres 2
, Closed'All Day Wetr
KW OFFICE HOURS
miles west of Crossland on
Mini
Stateline Rd. Available for
Monday-Fricia 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
winter wheat. Call 753-5532.
MCI NIAR CUT 51.10
PRICE SHAVE 51.25
1011.0S1111•1 I W0051(kits PO01111751 dell
1-6 ACRES, WOODED, 500 ft.
County road. Cali /36-2473.
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING
lots in K ingswood, Westwood
753-4758
and Grove Heights. Some of
these lots are gently sloping
bullding, for your special design,
40 X 60 FOOT
suitable for workshop, air
others level and most are
wooded. quild and save plus
compresser supplied. 1215
Duguld Dr. Call 753-4995.
save on it ity taxes. Priced
from $3500. THE NELSON
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
SHROAT CO., REALTORS.
1000 BALES OF HAY. Good,
•
759 1707.
$1.50 per bale, must move.
,Conthct Howard Brandon,
PIALTI)PS
753 4389 or nights, 753-5960.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC GERMAN SHEPHERD
puppies, solid black can
furnish
5
generations
pedigree papers. 507 554
21.43; Peducah.
South 9201 at SvcalnOre
9th, Ovrens&iro, Ky. 42301
AKC NEot6TEPES Si.
•
Berbard- wwwpfees • mete,
female. Call 753-5696. - • EXZELLENT ,1 1,4 STORY
.AK-C AttrATURT •
OfTcW -Rime, -3 . bedrooms,
Dachshund puppies from
large kitchen, living
tiny parents, (57 lbs.),
with fireplace, 71.7 car
champion blood line, $75
carport,. cOD.0rite_driVIL-41A6-ewer-,esaft-,
1 9TP-91110"-'"--.Tfir 753 Safe 7s3 7199

MINI
STORAGE

prn._-

0:1)

••
•••••

GUY SPANN
REALTY
iL9°1 SYcalr•ore
WEStERN CEDAR
New 3 BA in Westwood,
baths, cacpet, heat
pump. Has family room.
a
at
Convenience
mc!desi

.

753-2517
Collie 753 5122

y•Spaltn

753-7724

NEW AND NICE
3
priced
Modest
bedroom home, brick
and frame, wall heat, 1
atcarpet,
bath,

'tractively_ decorated.
Prieeditt30's. - -

Louise Baker /53 2409
Prentice Dunn 7535725

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

BARKLEY LAKi

Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two -full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces;fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-in, large lot. Two car detached
garage with'niceguest apartment above
Owner has' other interest. Price
$110,000.

TELEPtiOhlt./511101.__

Ohio Valley Real Estate
7111 West

PHONE
502-6854961

•
r

JOHN O.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR
1111 ran ore
753.0101.753-7531

3 Bedroom 1!/2 barb, central
heat and air, red wood deck,
built to F.N.A. specification
On Shady Lone near shopping
center. Call 753-3263.
Smolt farm within 314.
6444 of
city Has 3 bedrooms, 11
2
/
both, excellent baseboard
heat, good well, stock barn,
house is brick and stone. Coll
153-3264.
/11.3243

InSStrvoi '

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

go.

WOODED 2 ACRES with
trailor pole, septic tank and
well. White rock drive. Call
759-4088,

44. LOTS FOR SALE
FOR RENT OR SALE ,•4
acre lot ready to move on,
city water, 5,30 per month
with option to buy. Roberts
Estate, 3 miles east of
Murray. Call 753 3745.
FOR SALE BY OWNER: Lot
17.1 mile east of Murray, on
good road and 500 ft. of hwy.
94 East. City water, no
restrictions, not in a sub, division. Call 753-7668 days
and 753.2394 nights.
SO? M spin
LOTS-NEAR
KY. LAKE.
Large lakeview lots T & M
153 4.02
Oak •Park Manor, $30 down,
ve y ad see this
530 per month. Call 436-2473.
new LAKE FRONT
SEVEN COMMERICAL lots,
HOME on Lakeshore
located at the entrance of
Pine Bluff Shores, all joining,
Drive in Keniana Sub•
buy One or 811. Starting at
"divi:siOn. 2,000 sq:ft.-of
S1,500. DONALD R TUCKER
living area, brick,
REALTOR, 502 Maple, 7534342.
cent. heat & air, 3 BR,
TWO EXCELLENT Jots in
.
Keniana subdivision, on
Weekends t Evenings Cal!:
Joe Kennon 436 5676
blacktop road. Community
water
$3,000 - $3,400.
Eli,d Noll 753 4868
R
DONALD
TUCKER
Mary Beth Smith 153 3383
502 Maple,
REALTOR
Hotel Brandon 753 1 513
Murray. 753-4342.
Don Tucker 753 1930
45. FARMS FOR SALE
40 ACRES of good land. 28
TWO DUPLEX LOTS for
tendable acres, some timber,
sale at reasonable price.
tobacco base, 2700 ft. hwy
Both jots for a total price of
frontage, old house, log
only $6500. Phone KOPsmoke house, many nice
PERUD REALTY. 753-1222,
building spots. 1 mile from
Ky. Lake, New Concord area
Charles
$26,000.
McCuiston 753-5124.

753-5646
06-2294

• City Nall
Natal, Ky. 42040

Ill

11, USED CARS

43. REAL ESTATE

Design

couple,

B.S. Degree in urban Planning, Public Administration, Management preferred. Needs
managerial skills; basic construction knowledge
and familiarity with federal programs.

SALARY:
INC

43. REAL ESTATE

COST

ing

IS care

adm••••

smn,

Or Trade
or ApFurniture
Used
pliances

t

• •••

1113M1II

ADS

47

•••

.e

17. VACUUM CLEANERS

•

Ky

•••

o o mar e at

19. FARM EQUIP.
FARMER SPECIAL, stock
Te15
OF
•
All
BUYS
5,i9S
prods by Shox Stock, model
Is FOUND
S.
1-Imilen Mead Penny
E- 24, $9.99, model HD 30,
kOST: MINI GOLD- mesh
$11.99, Sabre 6 model,$16.99.
1.8Garty Nickel
Se-near Carter School,
Hardware, Paris, TN.
Wallin
small reward. 753.5620.
1-111eNido Nickel
FARMER SPECIAL, fence
I-Lorge Penny eat.
LOST. MALE CAT ajlewhite,
controls, by -Shox Stock,
one blue eye,sone green eye.
1-WW II 1943 Pr nn.
electric or battery opTotally deaf, childs pet,
B.
1.W. Pennies
perated, 526.95, 39.99 and
wearing red collar. Call 753before 1920 so
49.99. Wallin' Hardware,
E063.
Paris, TN.
• 1-Weedesi 16ck el
4.HELP WANTED,
1-D Mint Penny 25 yrs
22. MUSICAL
BABYSITTER IN my home.
1.1968 S Penny lune/
BALDWIN PIANOS and
Week day afternoons. Own
argans, used pianos. Lonardo
transportatievelpswiRazt.ci...-4-Rore 1960.D Small
Piano Co., across from Post
Dote Penny
references rectuired_tan_733,Office, Paris, TN.
9520, after 5 pm.
1-3 Mint Penny 25 yrs.
DISHWASHERS WANTED.
24. MISCELLANEOUS
Apply at Hungry Bear in
Piss Free two S Bill
-FILFEZE°--filia•&P,- Choice
grain ted-aged beef. Front
hes Our Free Gift
Framer
EXPERIENCED
quarter 5.85 cents a ,pound,
Plus Our Free BrOdniee
to
part
cutter
work
and
whole or side S 95 cents a
Send 53.9$ and 25' postage
trne. Please reply giving
pound. Hind quarter $1.05
to:
experience and references to
cents a pound hanging
P.O. Box 31 D, Murray, Ky.
" JIM DeNNINO It CO.
weight. Food stamps acsoh's. Pilot 1114. vi••••••tt •Isoy.
42071.
cepted. We also do custom
Pc
111308
slaughtering. Paris Meat
NEED BABYSITTER FOR -4
his work at the
Processing, 642-8201. One
98ir Old. 10 am-5 pm and 1 4
mile north of Paris on old
day.
other
every
r, Trussell has
pm
pm-9
Murray road.
Phone: 753-7467. • .
at Paducah
Inciosures 27. MOB.HOME SALES
FIREPLACE
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
conCollege:
with glass dbors and- wiee
CARPENTER WANTS part mesh draw screens. All sizes FOR SALE, 12 X 64 Viceroy,
workshops
t me jobs. Has references and finishes, 564.99. Wallin 3 BR,all electric, washer and
dryer,
side
side
by
759.1145.
throughout the . s
Hardware, Paris, TN.
refrigerator freezer, range,
10. SUS.OPPORTUNITY
and guested on
rick,
per
FIRE WOOD, 520
all new carpet, glass sliding
A BUSINESS ready to go! delivered. Call 753-1609.
veral times as
door and air, $5000. Call 753Hazel Lumber Co, complete HOME , MADE
or 753-1877.
4074
QUILT,
th professional
with all stock, building and maple leaf design, queen
R
DONALD
2
/
TWO
equipment.
BR Mobile home, 11
marriage and
size. Priced at S60. Call 753bath, coppertone kitchen,
TUCKER- REALTOR, . 502 2601 or see at 506 Vine.
eyelevel oven, washer and
Maple, 753-4342.
COAT_ With dryer, gas arid electric heat.
an active
.4 ABOVE
AV ER Aro-E-- LA01E5..101'40
size 9-10, never worn, All new carpets. Cal 759-4085
hood,
ABILITY. Trainees 17-25
the National
bought at Minens on sale for
year olds, department of $57, will sell for 547. Reason or 753-9316.
ial Workers.
Navy will hire4, Starting pay for selling, to small. Call 753- 12 X 60, 2 BR, extra nice. Call
acceptance 489.2774.
.5391-460 per month. Elec- 4393.
tronics, aviation fields and
y of Certified
1975 12 X 60, - 2 BR, unWe LARGE DARK WOOD baby furnished, all electric, like
mechanical fields.
'
in December
provide training, room and bed. $20, call 753-6182.
new. See at Riveria Ct. 753--board. Call Navy (502)•753- MOBILE HOME anchoring 3280 before S. or 436-2430
equipment now available at after 6.
6439.
EXTRA HOURS earns you Wallin Hardware, Paris; TN. 10 X 50 MOBILE HOME in
$500. per 1000 stuffing en- .4 NEW MAG. Polished excellent conditon. On choice
velopes with our circulars. Aluminum wheels. 14 inch shaded lot in Baywood Vista
For information write: S & S with 2 L-60-14 Goodyear on Kentucky Lake. This
Enterprises, 6750 Hetzler white letter tires, $160. home is set up and ready to
CTOBER 21,
Rd., Middletown, Ohio 45042. Phone: 753-7393.
Immediate
Open Air
move -into.
g, Murray
EARN MONEY NOW. Take REFRIGERATOR AND possesion. Contact Bobby
y Park Field orders for costume jewelry. GAS stove, cub tractor and 9 Futrell, 7517668 days and
inging and
Call Lisa Co. for free catalog pieces of equipment, coal 753-2394 nights.
ro. Richard
and wood stoves, antique
on toll free 800-631-1258.
MOB. HOME RENTS
Bro. Carl
cupboard. 1972 Ford Galaxy 28.
'7 INSURANCE
53,000 miles, 14 inch plow, .2 'BR TRAILER for rent at
A floor scrubber with waxer. Shady Oaks Ir. Ct. Call 489
2533.
I itoanowatts Insult/act- 437-4801.
have the
. DISCOUNT'Af YOU
25%
UTILITY 2/. HEATING &COOLING
WHEEL
SMALL
negatives.
tilt trailer. Suitable for golf HEATERS Electric, MatQUALITY SEE WAYNE WILSON
pictures
cart. Located at Lake Shore thews 4000- w., 4 stack,534.99.
FOR MORI INFORMATION.
Dr. Box Cr. 98, priced $200. Wallin Hardtvare, Paris, TN.
e's during
WILSON INSURANCE AND
436-5407.
Wood
Automatic
KING
years, we
REAL MATT - 302 N. 121I4 heaters, $159.95. Wallin
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
you' witb
753-326.1.
ELECTRIC Hardware, Paris, TN.
FRIGIDAIRE
stoi/e, white, SW. Maytag NEW RED MAJESTIC free
WANT
BUY
14.
TO
ER
washer, white, $20. Kenmore standing fireplace. Clean out
GOOD USED PIANO. Call electric 'dryer, white, $20. trap, heat shield and fire
APHIC
436 5485.
brick. $300 value for $200.
753-5738 after 5 pm.
10
USED SCAFFOLDS AND a QUEEN SIZE gold herculean Call 753-3704.
to
capaelty
Pipe threader,
couch and chair. Crushed SEARS BEN FRANKLLIN
thread up to) inch pipes. Call velvet floral swivel rockery stove: Extra nice. Phone 751
restore old
753-5929.
Can be seen at,01 N. 17th or 5510.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
c!11253 7538..
31. WANT TO RENT
ANTIQUE UPRIGHT Piano,
(non.
MALE
1 SINGLE
TYLING Is
needs work. $100 or, best
student)is seeking a furWe Buy, Sell
day except
offer. Call 436-2547.
or
trailer
nished apartment,
our new
house. Please call 753-3524
ARRIVING DAILY. Just
•rth Give us
after 6 pm.
received a, load of used
deep
refrigerators and
32. APTS. FOR RENT
freezers. Color and blackInc.
Son,
&
Hodge
FOR RENT-SOUTHSIDE
white tvs. Murray Ford
Manor, HUD subsidized
205 So. 5th
Tractor, 4th and Sycamore.
apartments for the elderly.
759 4895.
One BR now available, rent
based on income. Equal
•opportunity housing. Call
753-8221.

Pools

mi.::-7"

'
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ad Inc. Mental
AtlarrdititiVE
of Memphis,
aduated from
ilghman High
. He received hia
in social work
College in

1, Pt,- •

• •

46. HOMES FOR SALE
3 BEQADOM, 3 BATH, all
electric, central heat and air,
fully carpeted, large lot near
•
KY. Lake. Call 436-2473.
REDUCED! MUST S-Ett,
white frame, 2 bedroom
home House has baseinent,
electric stove, refrigerator
and dishwasher Priced in
teens. call 753 9924 after 3:30
pm.
47. MOTORCYCLES
1977 CR 125 HONDA, like
new, for more information
catt- 492-8460.
1977 HONDA 750, 7500 miles,
loaded with extras, priced to
sell, $1500 firm. Call 436-2547
1974 HONDA, 125 Elsinore,
needs some work, $225. Call
753 4878.
good
1972 SL 350
condition, $325. Call 492-8102
after 4 pm.
1975 SUZIKA GT-380, excellent condition. 753-7853.
400.VZ racing
YAMAHA
bike, $400. Call 489-2..149.
48. AUTO.SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
guarantee, 85. amp, $26.99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris, TN.
49. USED CARS
1973 CUTLASS S. power
brakes, steering, windows,
AM FM stereo tape, swivel
bucket seats with console,
factory wheels, half vinyl
roof. Sharp. Call 753-3227
after 5 pm and ask for David.
1973 CONT,INENTIAL Town
interior,
Coupe.
stereo, extra clean. 492-8646
days, 753-2936 nlbhts - and
Sun.
1971 CHEVROLET MONTE
CARLO, with extras. Also 1
trailer camper Cheap. Call
753-4703 days or 759-127.4
nights. ..
1975 CUTLASS SUPREME,2
door hard top, sharp. call
7513295.
1974 CHEVROLET Cheyenne
Super, automatic, all power
and air,S2600 Call 3.45 2412,

HONDA,

51 SERVICES OFFERED

CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird •
4967 DRAGSTER, has 440
screens
minor
installed,
engine which is In. excellent
repair work by Cliff Heegel,
condition Automatic with
magic Hat Chimney Sweeps.
power steering, has wide
Call 759-478.
tires and wheels,$800 Phone
CARPET CLEANING,
354-6117.
vibra back, Stearn. dry
1977 DODGE- ASPI. 6 auto.
Power steering, brakes, cleaning, references.
Reasonable rates, free
white with green vinyl
estimates_ Call 759 4085 or
interior, sharp. Will
_
753-581..6.
759trade. Price,
CAN'T GET those small jabs'
1161 days, 753-2738 nights.
FQ8....SALE : 1973 Cadillac, around the house or mobile
home 'done? Carpentry,
white, 4-door. Phone: 753painting,
plumbing,
5561.
aluminum. siding, patios,
1977 FORD COURIER,. small concrete jobs, calle36
excellent condition. 753-7258.
2562 after 5 pm.
1969 FURY III, good conCARPET CLEANING, at
753-4506.
dition, $500, Call
reasonable rates. Prompt
FOR SALE, used resturant and efficient service. Custom
equ iptment. Call 753-6955, Carpet Care. 419-2774.
ask for Morris.
CHILDREN KEPT in my
FOR SALE 1975 Grand Prix.
home full or part time. Calf
Call 435-4419.
753.2701.
PRIX. DO YOU
GRAN1975
need stumps
Everything on it, runs good. removed from your. yard or
..
see
or
pm
6
after
753-9828
Call
land cleared of stumps? We
at U4Wirersity Gulf at5 points. can remove stumps up 10 24"
1976 LIN.COLN TOWN- CAR. below the ground, leaving
Sharp. Excellent condition, ono/ sawdust and _chips. Call
39,000 actual miles, $6500. for free estimate, Steve Shaw
7519,490 or Bob Kemp, 41$-Call 753-7508 after 5 pm.
43477
ohe 1972,L
owner, good conditon. Call FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
753-2725.
1973 MAVERICK, V.8.4-door free estimates for your
•
sedan, mechanically 4-1, needs.
ALL YOUR small
interior, white leather, very FOR
pair
concrete,
carpentry,
and
power
air,
Factory
good.
radio. Town mileage, 18, ting and paneling jobs. call
753-9564 after 5 pm. Free
road 25. $695. Call 436-5548.
-1969 OLDSMOBILE, nice estimates.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
conditon. Call 753-6680.
1974 PLYMOUTH' FURY. Sears. continuous gutters
your
per
Extra nice, 16,000 mfles. Call installed
specifications. Call Sears
753-9951.
753 7310 for tree estimates.
1977 REGEL. Call 753.4991
REPAIRS,
HOME
after 5 pm.
remodeling, interior and
SEVERAL USED CARS and exterior painting, paneling,
pickups in stoek. Call landscapiing, free estimates.
Murray Ford Tractor, 759- Call 436-5570.
,1895. Financing can be
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
arranged.
Sears, save on these high
SO. USED TRUCKS
heating and cooling bills-.
1972' FORD- BRONCO. V-8 Call S'ears 753-2310 for free
with winch. Call 435-4467.
estimates.
DO PAINTING. Call 7531974 JEEP Renegade, ex=
cellent condition. Call 437- 8762 ask tor James.
4285
LICENSED gLECTRIAN,
1968 PICKUP truck. .160.- S.- -prompt, --efficient service, call Ernest White, 753-0605.
13th. St. Cell 753.3914,LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
St. CAMPERS
SPECIAL-Free air con- arid gas installation, will do
ditoners with purchase _of plumbing, heating and sewer
new 1978 Prowler Travel cleaning. Call 753-7203.
Trailer, ArroWhead Camper PIANO TUNING and repair.
Sale Hwy. 80 E., Mayfield, Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753Ky. 1-502-247-8187.
WHITES CAMPER SAL.ES. 7149 after 6 Pm excellent
Your local Star Craft dealer. ROOFING,
Call
Complete line of parts and references.
753-1486
Non-toxic between 7 am and 3:30 Pm,
accessories.
camper anti-freeze, 13.99 per ask for Shelley.
gallon. Located 4 miles from RESPONSIBLE LADY will
Murray on 94 E. Call 753- babysit. Call 901-247 5685.
0605.
WET" BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
53. SERVICES OFFERED
work completely guaranAPPLIANCE REPAIR end teed. cern or write Morgan
work. Also Consruction Co., Route 2,
refrigeration
small electrical jobs. Call Box 409 A, Paducah, Ky.
753:0762 after S pm.
42001. Phone day or night 1BYARS BROTHERS & Son- 442-7026.
General home remodeling, WILL BABYSIT A CHILD,in.
framing aluminum Siding, my nome week days. Age 2-5
gutters, and roofing. Call 1- years old. call 753-7547. .
395-496 or 1-362-4895. j
57. WANTED.
HOGGING, North 100-200 ACRE row crop farm
-BUSH
Calloway and South Marshall with in•15 miles of Murray.
County. Hurry before the Good soil, mostly level. No
rainy season starts. 753:2418.
realtors. Call 753-5610.

top,

green

$3295. Call
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Price Reduced
.
2421 Gatesborough Circle
For Sale By Owner
Ca111-442-7848 -

11Fc.'11k:

m

44111111..nadmi

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

Floored and ready, Up to 12 I 24. Also born style, offices, cottages,
mobile home ad-ons, brad patios, or U-BUltD, pre ort completely r
to assemble up to 24 o 60 Boy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
81411111411•11111MMIC

WA VI

Leather

A LOT OF FARM
FOR A LITRE
SSSS
76 Acres, 30 tendable, 1'2 acre tobacco base with
barn, '2 acre pond, hog lot. 24 x 24 Utility building
made of concrete block. 5 Bedroom house 1,- baths,
new pump,oilheat, all this and more for $60,000.

T SW.

-

Waldrop Real Estate
753-S646 -

Murray
Datum Inc.
604 South 12th Street
Phone(S02) 7514114
69ortarritoottatelerif*?'

Janice Austin 753-11674
John I ,oftis 430-2294
- etalrATCrdr5X7intr".

H.T 5 WaklroP,753-1390
Jireker
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Mr. and
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North 12th
chased it fo
lot is now

The Robi
possibility

It's the carpet sale you've been waiting for. Huge savings on quality carpets
from Lees to us to you. We're passing along $2.00 to $3.00 per square yard on
every Lees carpet in stock. Hundreds of colors, textures and patterns. Come on
in. Let us help you buy the carpet you thought you couldn't afford. But hurry,
our once a year Factory Authorized Sale is for a limited time only.
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Country
Charm
• Multi-Level
Texture in a
—Fresh Fashion
'Look.Neat set
Nylon For
long Wear
...._

This Dense Velvet
Plush is Compact
I Rugged, Made
from 100% Nylon
for Long hard Wear
,..

S
li
eL

1111911
"

Dense Tight
Twist Construction
Combined with
Multi-Colors of the
Newest Dying Technqiues
Creates well Styled
I Long lasting Fabric

$/39

All Prices Include Heavy Rubber Padding and Installation - Free Estimates
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